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Abstract
DNA separation is ubiquitous in biological research. The common technique for
performing these separations, gel electrophoresis, leaves much to be desired. The sepa-
rations are slow, taking hours to separate. There can also be huge variations in quality
between gels, due to the randomness of the gel. Gels are limited to DNA smaller than
about 15 kbp, unless pulsed fields are used that take even longer to separate. Perform-
ing these separations in microfluidic devices overcomes some of these problems. Two
common geometries used to separate DNA are the slit-well geometry and the post ar-
ray geometry. Using the understanding gained using these geometries, researchers have
been able to create continuous separation devices.
We have tested novel operations modes, initially predicted by theory and simulations,
within these well understood geometries. We achieved bi-directional migration using an
asymmetric pulsed electric field in the slit well geometry. This created a non-clogging
DNA filter. We achieved improved separation in a hexagonal post array by rotating the
array. We were able to separate DNA in a shorter array, 4 mm, and at a higher electric
field, 50 V/cm, than seen before. We also tried to create a continuous DNA separation
device using proximity field nano-patterning, but were ultimately unsuccessful.
While the work done to develop microfluidic DNA separation devices by a multi-
tude of researchers ultimately did not change how DNA separations are performed in
biology labs, the advances and insights gained from those performing the work led to
great advancements in DNA manipulation techniques, including genomic and sequencing
techniques. In fact, a genomic technique called DNA barcoding, which is performed by
stretching DNA in very small channels, or nanochannels, would not have been possible
without the initial microfluidic work in DNA separation techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the macromolecule that contains all the information
needed for life. Since DNA plays such a central role, it is used in almost all fields of
biology. Plant and animal breeding uses knowledge of genes, segments of DNA that
encode for proteins, to improve organisms. DNA fingerprinting uses DNA fragments
to identify pathogens, new medicinal products, or criminals. DNA fingerprinting works
by comparing the sizes of the digested DNA fragments to existing libraries or known
samples. DNA sequencing [1] has been central to the Human Genome Project and
genomics in general. Biotechnology modifies organisms by directly inserting desired
genes into the cell’s genome. However, while the use of DNA is ubiquitous in biological
research, researchers typically only look at specific desired fragments of the genome
they are studying. To purify the specific desired fragment the DNA must be sorted and
separated, usually based on size. Before we can understand how to separate DNA we
need to understand the physics of a single molecule of double stranded DNA when it is
freely suspended in a solution.
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1.1 DNA in free solution
In nature, DNA is found in cells. In prokaryotic cells (bacteria) it is a loop of DNA
called a plasmid and is found coiled up in the cell. In eukaryotic cells (animals, plants,
and fungi) it is found in several supercoiled structures called chromosomes that are
contained in the cell nucleus. The structure of the chromosomes is complex and not yet
fully understood. In order to gain useful information from the DNA it first has to be
extracted from the cell and then suspended in a solution, typically an ionic solution.
Once in a solution the DNA can be manipulated in several ways. Before we discuss the
manipulations possible, with a focus on separation based on size, we need to understand
the physics of the molecule. For this we will briefly look towards theories developed in
polymer physics to introduce some concepts that will aid in the discussion of separations.
The discussion here is based on the text Polymer Physics by Rubinstein [2].
DNA is a stiff molecule. The persistence length of the molecule is around 50 nm,
compared to persistence length of order 1 nm for common synthetic polymers. The
persistence length is the length at which the bending energy is order kBT , where kB =
1.381 × 10−23 is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. A useful length
related to the persistence length is the Kuhn length, which is twice the persistence length
and is used as a representative length when describing a polymer chain. DNA is also a
charged molecule, the phosphate groups on the backbone give it a net negative charge.
Since it is also a polymer it is called a polyelectrolyte. If we were to assume a bare chain,
DNA would have a charge of -2e, where e is the charge of an electron (1.602× 10−19C),
per monomer of the polymer, which is called a base pair (bp). However, the charge
is actually around 0.6e per bp in a ionic solution due to Manning condensation [3], or
the strong attachment of positive ions from solution that partially screens the charge
below a critical amount such that the repulsion between monomers is not too strong.
Another phenomenon that occurs in an ionic solution is that a charged double layer
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forms around the polyelectrolyte or charged surface, shown in Fig. 1.1. The first layer
being the Stern layer, which is a very thin layer, typically < 1nm, of strong positive
charge. The next layer is the diffuse Debye layer, which has a length, κ, that depends
on the ionic strength,
κ−1 =
√
0kBT
2e2I
, (1.1)
where 0 = 8.854× 10−12F/m is the permittivity of free space, and  is the permittivity
of the solution. All of these, with the exception of , are constant and even  is roughly
the same in common biologically relevant solutions, but I = 0.5
∑
i z
2
i ci, where z is the
valence and c is the concentration of the ions present, can be varied to tune the Debye
length. Within the Debye length the solution has a charge opposite that of the charged
surface. Outside the Debye length the solution is neutral again. A typical Debye length
in ionic solutions is usually between 1-10 nm.
We will now briefly discuss the size of a DNA molecule in an ionic aqueous solution,
a typical solution used when manipulating DNA. We will first look at the DNA molecule
as a number of segments. When saying segments, instead of monomer, we mean the
number of Kuhn segments. In this definition the contour length, or the length of a
stretched out polymer, is Lc = Nb, where b is the Kuhn length and N is the number
of segments. Now that we have defined contour length we can talk about the radius of
gyration, Rg, which is the characteristic size the molecule when in solution. For very
short DNA, shorter than the Kuhn length, the radius of gyration is the same as the
contour length, since the DNA is to short too bend much, so Rg ∼ Lc = Nb. For
short DNA, the DNA can be defined as an ideal chain and follows a random walk where
Rg ∼ bN1/2. For long DNA, the DNA becomes able to cross itself and excluded volume
effects become important, so the random walk model does not hold any more. Instead
Flory theory must be used and Rg ∼ bNν , where ν ≈ 0.6. A model that well describes
both the short and long DNA sizes is the wormlike chain model. There is currently
3
Figure 1.1: A schematic of the electric double layer that is established in an ion solution
around a polyelectrolyte. In this case the surface is negatively charged, as is the case
with DNA. This leads to the Stern layer and Debye layer being positively charged. This
layer is also established on a charged surface as well. Reproduced from Ref. [4].
some debate as to the value of the exponent ν for the DNA currently being used as a
standard for long DNA, λ DNA which is 48.5 kbp [5–7], but that is beyond the scope
of this work.
1.2 DNA Separation
Almost all fields of biology utilize DNA fragments for research and usually the DNA
needs to be sorted by size. The most common method is DNA electrophoresis with
some sort of separation media, for example gel electrophoresis. Since DNA is a charged
molecule, it will move when an electric field is applied to it. However, DNA elec-
trophoretic mobility in free solution, in the absence of a separation matrix, is indepen-
dent of size. This can be illustrated by using a local force balance. Care must be taken
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when using this description as it only applies when the electric field is the only force
acting on the molecule [8]. This is usually not the case, but this is still a worthwhile
exercise and does model the behavior correctly. The basic idea behind the local force
balance is that the frictional force balances the force applied by an electric field. The
electric force, Fel, is given by
Fel = qNE , (1.2)
where q is the electrophoretic charge, N is the number of segments, and E is the electric
field. It is important to note that q is not the same as the charge along the backbone,
but is actually an empirical value to get the correct physical behavior. The electric force
is balanced by the frictional force, Ffric, given by
Ffric = fv , (1.3)
where v is the velocity and f is the overall friction coefficient. Balancing the forces by
setting Eq. 1.2 and 1.3 equal and solving for the electrophoretic mobility, µ = v/E, we
obtain the result
µ0 =
qN
f
. (1.4)
Since this balance was performed under free solution conditions, the free solution mo-
bility, µ0, is presented. Typical DNA electrophoresis experiments are performed in
solutions that are sufficiently ionic that the positively charged counter-ions in the so-
lution effectively screen the negative charges on the DNA backbone. The friction from
the flow of these counter-ions cancels out the size dependent mobility on the molecule,
making it appear freely draining. For a freely draining coil, the friction follows the
well-described Rouse model,
f = Nξ , (1.5)
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where ξ is the friction factor of each segment. Combining Eq. 1.4 and 1.5 leads to the
result that electrophoretic mobility of DNA in free solution is independent of size [9],
µ0 =
qN
Nξ
=
q
ξ
. (1.6)
Because electrophoretic mobility is independent of size in free solution, a separa-
tion matrix is required in order to obtain size-dependent separation. One of the most
common separation matrices used for DNA separation is agarose gel. An agarose gel
consists of a matrix of randomly cross-linked fibers with pores that range from about
200 to 500 nm depending on the concentration of the agarose used [10–13]. The move-
ment of DNA through an agarose gel is described by four regimes. The first two are
useful for separating DNA and having been named “the Ogston regime” and “the rep-
tation regime without stretching” by Slater et al. [12]. The third regime is the entropic
trapping regime, which occurs when the pore size is about the same as the characteristic
size of the molecule. The fourth regime, which is not useful for separating DNA by size
is called “the reptation regime with stretching” [12].
The first regime is the sieving regime and is based on the results of Ogston’s de-
velopment describing how hard spheres migrate though a random array of fibers [14].
Rodbard and Chrambach were able to extend Ogston’s model to account for a flexible
coiled polymer in different types of gel geometries [15] and were able to use the model
to predict physical parameters of both the gel and the molecule [16]. The model is a
linear relationship between the log of the mobility versus the gel concentration,
lnµ = −KrC + lnµ0 , (1.7)
where Kr represents a retardation coefficient, C is the concentration of the gel, and µ0
is the free solution mobility [17]. The retardation coefficient depends on the size of the
molecule and is what accounts for size-based separation observed in this regime. For
cylindrical fibers, the best geometry to describe agarose gels, the retardation coefficient
6
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Figure 1.2: A representation of DNA traveling through a reptation tube in an agarose
gel as explained in the biased reptation model. The dark line is the DNA molecule and
the bold section is a single blob of DNA. The dashed line is the reptation tube with
thickness a. The circles are gel fibers. The image was reproduced and modified from
reference [13].
is given by [15]
Kr ∼ (R+ r)2 . (1.8)
In this equation, R is the characteristic size of the particle or molecule, usually the
radius of gyration for DNA, and r is the radius of the gel fibers. While this model fits
experimental data for pore sizes larger than the radius of gyration of the DNA molecule,
it begins to break down as the pore sizes get smaller than the radius of gyration. This
is because the DNA no longer travels as a random coil, but travels as a long stretched
out polymer in order to squeeze into the small pores. The model also does not capture
the loss of size-based separation observed for large molecules [12].
The shortcomings of the sieving model led to the development of a model for the
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second regime [18, 19]. The model was based on the work done by de Gennes on how
polymers move in polymer melts [20]. This model, known as the biased reptation
model [12], describes the DNA chain as a series of Gaussian blobs of size a, moving
through the pores in a tube of size a, as depicted in Fig. 1.2. Only the end segments
leaving the end of the tube can sample different possible orientations, the rest of the
chain is confined to the tube. The electric field adds a bias to the normal diffusion
and causes the mobility to scale with the projection of the chain in the field direction,
which leads to a size-based separation. Under low enough electric fields the tube takes
on a random walk orientation, but at high electric fields the chain becomes oriented
with the field and mobility becomes a function of the electric field, not size. The biased
reptation model correctly predicted that the mobility scales inversely with the number
of segments, µ ∼ N−1, below N∗, a critical separation size of the DNA chain that
depends on the electric field. However, its prediction that the mobility depends on the
square of the electric field, µ ∼ E2, for N larger than N∗, and that N∗ depends on
the square of the electric field, N∗ ∼ E2, did not match with experiments or computer
simulations [13]. Consequently, a new model was developed, the biased reptation with
fluctuations model, which took into account the fluctuations of the DNA inside the
tube. This model also predicted that the mobility scales inversely with the molecular
weight, µ ∼ N−1, for N less than N∗. However, the biased reptation with fluctuations
model was able to correctly predict a linear dependence of mobility on the electric field,
µ ∼ E, for N greater than N∗ and a linear dependence of N∗ on the electric field,
N∗ ∼ E [21–23]. This model has been confirmed to fit experimental data [24, 25],
shown in Fig. 1.3, and agree with computer simulations [26].
The third regime is the entropic trapping regime. The relevant transport mechanism
in entropic trapping involves hopping between cavities separated by an energy barrier
associated with a temporary loss of configurational entropy [27–29]. This covers a
8
Figure 1.3: A plot of mobility as a function of electric field with a wide variety of DNA
sizes. This plot shows the transition from biased reptation regime without stretching
where mobility is not a function of electric field to the biased reptation with stretching
regime where µ ∼ E. It also shows that N∗ ∼ E. These match the biased reptation
with fluctuations model. The image was taken and modified from reference [24].
narrow range of molecular weights and the motion of the molecule is complicated. The
details of this regime are beyond the scope of this work, but the regime has been well
studied [28,30].
The fourth regime, “the reptation regime with stretching”, does not separate DNA
based on size. The DNA completely orients with the electric fields and moves quickly
though the gel in a size independent fashion. This occurs for either long DNA or for
high electric fields. This transition happens at higher electric fields in less concentrated
gels [24]. However, going lower than a 0.5% gel makes the gel very difficult to handle. A
way to separate these long DNA in agarose gels is to use pulsed field gel electrophoresis.
This uses two electric fields oriented either 180◦ or 120◦ from each other [31, 32]. The
two operation modes work differently than normal gel electrophoresis, but both result
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in sized based separation of long DNA based on the difference in the time it takes the
DNA to reorient with the applied electric field.
Although theories are available that well describe DNA electrophoresis in a gel for
a wide range of DNA fragment sizes, gel geometries, and electric field strengths, major
practical limitations for agarose gels are still present. Agarose gels are made of randomly
cross-linking polymers. This results in a non-uniformity of pore sizes between and within
gels, which leads to reproducibility problems when separating DNA in gels. Additionally,
there is a large amount of wasted space because the DNA cannot sample all the pores
in the gel, which leads to areas in the gel that are not being used. Also, for pulsed field
systems, which is the only way to separate long DNA, the separation can take on the
order of days to complete [33]. Finally, Joule heating greatly limits the electric fields
one can apply to the gels without them melting. So while these systems are currently
the gold standard for both industrial and academic research there is great room from
improvement.
1.3 DNA separation in microfluidic devices
Microfluidics has begun to address some of the issues present in agarose systems. There
are even some commercially available microfluidic systems for certain operations. DNA
separations in microfluidic systems require less reagents and time, with some systems
being able to separate in seconds [34]. This is great for when there is very little sample,
such as forensics where only trace amounts of DNA can be found. Microfluidic devices
can be made with very specific sizes and geometries. This allows devices to be designed
to look at separation mechanisms or to develop novel separation modes not possible in
gels. The materials used are much more robust than gels, which allows for very sparse
arrays. This allows for rapid separation of large DNA molecules, which are difficult to
separate in gels. There are also continuous devices, which can match the throughput of
10
Figure 1.4: A schematic showing the electroomosis effect. A velocity profile is estab-
lished in the Debye layer, with an interface velocity vslip, caused by the electric field,
causes a plug flow in the channel move at vbulk. Figure obtained courtesy of Kevin
Dorfman.
gels. These continuous devices will be discussed more in section 2.3. Another advantage
of microfluidic separation devices is that they can be integrated into larger microfluidic
device, sometime referred to micro total analytical systems. These larger systems are
beginning to appear in the literature [35,36] and seem to be the future for point of care
needs, especially where large scale lab equipment is not available.
There are issues that do arise that are unique to microfluidic devices. One potentially
large issue arises from the Debye layer that is established along the walls of these
channels. Many microfluidic devices are made in glass or in silicon with an insulating
silicon dioxide layer. Both of these materials have a negative charge and so the Debye
layer has a positive charge. When an electric field is applied the ions in the Debye layer
are affected and begin to move. This can cause a flow in the bulk due to the viscous
forces. This effect is known as electroosmotic flow, shown schematically in Fig. 1.4.
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While this effect can be used advantageously, for DNA electrophoresis in microfluidic
devices it is generally a detriment. If there is too much roughness or non-uniformities
along the wall this can lead to rotational flow, which causes band broadening [13].
Electroosmotic flow also opposes the DNA motion in these cases, so it can slow down
the DNA resulting in a longer than expected separation. A method to reduce this effect
is to increase the ionic strength of the buffer, reducing the Debye layer size. Another
way is to use polymer brushes, either permanent or dynamically attached to the walls.
Besides separations there are many exciting frontiers in which microfluidics are being
used. Direct sizing using stretching and fluorescence burst analysis may be a better way
to assemble genomic maps to assist with DNA sequence assembly. This is done using
nano-channels made such that only one molecule of DNA can fit into a channel [4].
While these other uses for microfluidics are very exciting we will focus on separation
technologies in this work. First we will give an overview of the literature and present
some geometries that have been developed and studied. These geometries are the slit-
well geometry and the hexagonal post array. We will also discuss continuous devices,
which was a major motivation for the work presented in chapter 5. Below is an outline
of each chapter to be presented.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
• In chapter 1 we briefly introduced some of the physical parameters used to describe
DNA and the meaning of those parameters. We then discussed DNA separations,
including the models used to explain separation in agarose gels, the regimes seen
in gels, and the condition under which these regimes are observed. Finally, we
briefly discussed the advantages of using mircofluidics for DNA separations.
• Chapter 2 presents a review of some microfluidic devices used to separate DNA
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based on size. The focus will be on the slit-well geometry and the post array
geometry to give a background on the devices in which we performed the work
presented. This will be followed by a look at continuous separation devices, as
they were a major motivation for much of the unpublished work done presented
in chapter 5.
• Chapter 3 presents the work we have done in the a slit-well geometry to create
a temporal asymmetry ratchet in order to separate DNA by size. This resulted
in bi-directional migration of the DNA, creating a non-clogging DNA filter. The
work was done with small DNA, but could also be used for long DNA by changing
the length scales in the geometry.
• Chapter 4 presents work done in a tilted post array geometry. By tilting the
post array you break up the channels between the posts seen in the standard post
array. This allows separations to be performed at higher electric fields, while still
maintaining similar resolution. This resulted in a much faster separation and not
requiring as much length to perform the separation.
• Chapter 5 discusses unpublished work done while trying to create a DNA sep-
aration matrix using proximity nano-patterning (PnP). This was in an attempt
to create a more regular “artificial gel” that would allow for a more reproducible
and better separation of smaller DNA, smaller than 15 kbp. The final aim of the
project was to create a continuous separation device using the PnP separation
matrix.
• Chapter 6 restates the important points and conclusion of each chapter. We
then discuss what impact our work has had on the field of DNA separations in
microfluidic devices. We then take a step back and discuss, in the author’s opinion,
major accomplishments of the field and where the field is heading in the future.
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Chapter 2
Microfluidic DNA Separation
Devices
Presented here is an in depth discussion of the background of a select number of sepa-
ration geometries. These geometries will be the slit-well geometry and the post array
geometry. We will also discuss continuous separation devices, which can be made with
different separation geometries depending on what is needed. We have chosen to focus
on the slit well and post array geometries because they were the geometries used to
perform the studies presented in the following chapters. We take a look at continu-
ous separation devices because it was a motivating factor and an overall goal for the
unpublished work presented in chapter 5.
2.1 Slit-Well Geometry
We first turn our attention to how microfabricated devices enhance separations in the
regimes of DNA electrophoresis covered in chaper 1, namely Ogston sieving and the
entropic trapping regime. Recall that Ogston sieving refers to the case where the radius
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of gyration of the DNA is smaller than the pore size, and the separation is due to the
molecular weight dependence of the free volume available to the DNA as it migrates
through the gel in the absence of substantial deformation [14, 15, 37]. In contrast, the
entropic trapping regime refers to the case where the nominal pore size in the gel is
commensurate with the radius of gyration of the DNA. One particular challenge for
entropic trapping in gels is the variance in the pore sizes in the gel [38], which leads to
a distribution in energy barriers during entropic trapping [39] and concomitant band
broadening. One also experiences similar problems in the Ogston sieving regime of gel
electrophoresis, since the local free volume available to the DNA in a heterogeneous gel
fluctuates (in the Lagrangian sense, where we follow the particle) and thus leads to band
broadening. Microfabricated devices should be able to minimize the latter issues, since
we have already seen that it is straightforward to produce periodic sieving matrices by
microfabrication.
The regimes of Ogston sieving and entropic trapping have been exploited primarily
using the device designs illustrated in Fig. 2.1. When the device is used for separating
long DNA, it is referred to as an entropic trap [40–43]. When the device is used for
separating short DNA, it is referred to as a nanofilter [44–47]. In both cases, the device
is an array of repeating thick and thin regions. The lateral patterning of the device
is done by optical lithography, so the typical length of a thick or thin region is in the
micron regime and the channel is around 25 µm wide. The thick regions are about 300
nm to 3 µm deep and the thin slits are usually between 20 and 90 nm, with smaller
lengths scales prevalent for the nanofilter and the longer length scales prevalent for
entropic trapping. Recently, the nanofilter geometry was turned on its side and called
a “nanowall” array [48]. The latter device consists of 5 µm high and 215 µm long
walls separated by a gap of 200 nm. The device contains 20 nanowall regions before
the detector, where each wall region is separated by a 35 µm gap. The periodicity of
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(a) entropic trap
(b) nanofilter
1μm
90 nm
60 nm
300 nm
(c) side view
1μm
Figure 2.1: Slit-well motifs for exploiting (a) the entropic trapping regime using long
DNA and (b) the Ogston sieving regime using short DNA. (c) The devices are patterned
by two etching steps. As we see from the side view of the device (90◦ rotation of the
other schematics), the optical lithography patterning of the devices leads to similar
periodicities and channel sizes in both types of devices. The direction of the DNA
motion is the same in panels (a) and (b).
the nanowall device is much larger than the schematic in 2.1, and features much fewer
periods than the standard entropic trapping system [42].
The DNA can be driven though the array with an electric field [40–47] or by a
pressure driven flow [49]. We will devote most of our time in this section to discuss the
separations achieved in entropic trapping and nanofilter configurations. However, the
slit-well motif [50] is not the only way to exploit the physics of these regimes. Thus,
we will also devote some time to consider alternative designs that are amenable to soft
lithography [51,52] and a rather novel idea of using oil slugs to create entropic traps in
large microchannels [53,54].
The basis for separations using the system in Fig. 2.1a was the subject of considerable
interest. The original device [40] consisted of alternating thick regions, about 1 µm
deep, and thin regions, 90 nm deep, and was only used for observing single molecules
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of long DNA as they moved through the traps under the influence of an electric field.
Remarkably, the experiments revealed that the large molecules travel faster than the
smaller molecules. This result was unexpected, since the configurational entropy lost
by entering the slit should increase with molecular weight. The explanation [41] is that
the larger molecules have a higher escape attempt frequency, which is more important
than their larger free energy barrier [41, 42]. These experiments also spurred a great
deal of theoretical work to understand the details of the process. We recently reviewed
the theoretical literature elsewhere [50].
In the present work, we would like to focus on the applications of the entropic trap-
ping device rather than the underlying physics. In addition to verifying that the single
molecule dynamics in previous work [40, 41] indeed lead to a separation, the seminal
experiments on entropic trap separations [42] introduced two practical innovations. The
first innovation was the method for loading the DNA. Escaping an entropic trap requires
overcoming the energy barrier in a thermally activated escape process. The electric field
tilts the potential energy landscape, so the effective barrier height decreases with in-
creasing electric field strength [41]. Indeed, for a sufficiently high electric field, there
will be no trapping since the DNA can easily overcome the barrier when the favorable
change in enthalpy caused by moving in the potential gradient dominates the entropic
penalty for entering the slit. In contrast, at very low electric fields, the probability of
jumping over the barrier by thermal energy is exponentially small. As a result, the
DNA can be pressed against the first trap using a weak electric field. When the electric
field is increased to the separation voltage, the DNA hop over the first barrier as a
narrow injection band. While this type of injection was first proposed in the entropic
trapping separation [42], it was critically important in the ultrafast separations of long
DNA via pulsed field electrophoresis in a post array a few years later [34]. The second
innovation was the multilane separation device illustrated in Fig. 2.2, which mimics the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the multilane separation device for entropic trapping. All
eight channels are connected to a common anode and cathode. Each set of four arrays
is connected to their own DNA loading zone. This allows for two different mixtures to be
separated simultaneously, similar to a submarine gel electrophoresis setup. Reproduced
from Ref. [42].
typical setup in gel electrophoresis. One of the challenges in the microfluidic separation
devices is the calibration. The experimental data seen in microfluidic systems [4] always
involved separating known sizes of DNA. These are the sensible experiments to validate
the operation of a device. However, if we want to identify the size of unknown bands,
we need to compare their speeds to a calibrated standard. One of the major (and rarely
discussed) shortcomings in many microfluidic separation devices is the reproducibility
of the absolute mobility. Since these devices have extremely high surface area to volume
ratios and very small amounts of sample, the combination of experiment-to-experiment
fluctuations in the surface properties and the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio makes
an absolute calibration challenging in prototype devices. The device architecture in
Fig. 2.2 minimizes these issues.
The key variables for the separation are the electric field strength and the pitch of
the array [42, 43]. A smaller pitch leads to better separations since it can increase the
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number of traps for a given length. However, the use of optical lithography limited the
original pitch to 2 µm [42]. The current pitch limitation is just under 1 µm without using
expensive and slow direct write lithography systems. Higher electric fields decrease the
elution time, but lower the resolution since the barrier for escaping the trap is lowered.
The resolution also decreased with DNA length. This requires longer DNA molecules
to be run at lower field and for a longer time [43], analogous to gel electrophoresis.
The entropic trap can resolve DNA in the hundreds of kilobase pair range in around
30 minutes, which is comparable to the performance in post arrays. The band capacity
of the entropic trap appears to be superior to the post arrays, with almost complete
baseline of a 5 kbp DNA ladder (7 bands) [42,43].
In the standard entropic trapping device [40–43], illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1,
the deep region of the device has a volume that is large compared to the nominal volume
R3g of the DNA coil. As we show in Fig. 2.1, the DNA can thus coil freely in the deep
region. If the length scales are decreased further, then the DNA will be deformed in
both the slit and the well region. A device of this type [49] was named the “nanogroove
array.” Here, the well is only 150 nm deep and varies in width from 75 to 600 nm. The
DNA in the well is in a de Gennes regime. The slits are 50 nm deep and the periodicity
of the device is between 1 µm and 2.6 µm. For these experiments [49], the λ DNA, T4
DNA and 42.2 kbp circular DNA were animated by a pressure driven flow instead of an
electric field. At low flow rates, the DNA falls into the 150 nm grooves and is extended
along the width of the device in the de Gennes regime, but is not able to escape the
groove. By increasing the flow velocity, the DNA will exit the groove and travel to the
next groove in a “sidewinder” type motion. The sidewinder motion is independent of
DNA size. Increasing the velocity further causes herniation into the slit, which leads to
a “tumbleweed” conformation. The molecule can transition between the two states with
the “tumbleweed” state being faster. Also, longer molecules are more likely to exhibit
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the “tumbleweed” state so this leads to sized based separation [49]. At the very highest
flow velocities, only the “tumbleweed” conformation is seen and separation no longer
occurs. The transition between the two states is also different for linear and circular
DNA, so this device can also separate DNA based on topology and not just size [49].
All the above studies [40–43, 49] used long DNA (greater than 5 kbp). The radii
of gyration of these DNA are always on the order of or larger than the slit depth.
The DNA must deform from their free solution configuration in order to escape the
entropic trap, and the long molecules elute first due to an increased probability to escape
the trap. Let us now consider the opposite limit where we work with relatively short
DNA molecules in the 100 bp range. The persistence length of DNA is around 53 nm,
corresponding to 300 bp per Kuhn length. Thus, these short DNA are expected to be
fairly rigid molecules. When the depths of the slit and the well are decreased somewhat,
as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1, the device becomes appropriate for separating
short DNA in a manner akin to Ogston sieving [44, 45]. Small DNA fragments, 50 bp
to 1600 bp, and slits between 55 and 80 nm were used to satisfy the requirements of
the Ogston regime. In this regime, the smaller fragments eluted first. These are exactly
the physics one would expect from the Ogston model, since the free volume available
to the DNA in the slits decreases with molecular weight. While the model bears some
similarities to Ogston sieving, it is probably more appropriate to think of the device as
a one-dimensional chromatographic separation based on the partitioning between the
slits and the wells [45,55].
Note that such an equilibrium model is only valid for very weak electric fields where
the DNA have sufficient time to sample their configurational space in the well and the
slit via rotational diffusion. At higher electric fields, scaling analysis and simulations [56]
predict that the device would operate in a band inverted mode, where the larger rod-like
DNA would elute first. These predictions were eventually realized in experiments [47]
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Figure 2.3: Mobility as a function of DNA length at several electric fields in the DNA
nanofilter [45]. This figure illustrates the transition from the Ogston regime, where
the mobility decreases with length, to the entropic trapping regime, where the mobility
increases with molecular weight. Reproduced from Ref. [45].
using a fused silica device that could support the very high electric fields (circa 500
V/cm) required to reach the band inversion regime.
As we might expect, there is also a band inversion [45] that must occur as a function
of molecular weight as the transport transitions between the Ogston regime, where the
smaller DNA elute first, and entropic trapping regime, where the larger DNA elute first.
Fig. 2.3 shows this transition from a decreasing to an increasing mobility as a function
of DNA fragment size, independent of electric field [45]. The transition occurs when the
radius of gyration is about the same size as the slit. In this case the slit was 73 nm and
the radius of gyration for the DNA at the crossover point was 80 nm [45].
While steric interactions are sufficient to provide confinement, the slit size needs to
be very small (tens of nanometers) to see a partitioning effect for small DNA. Recall
from section 1.1 that any charged surface is associated with a Debye layer of counterions
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Figure 2.4: Images of the PDMS devices for entropic trapping. The top two images
are a post array device [52], where (A) is an SEM of the silicon mold and (B) is a
photograph of the final device. Reproduced from Ref. [52]. Copyright 2003 Elsevier
Science B.V. The bottom panel are SEM images of structured channels, with the inset
defining the dimensions of the structures. Reproduced from from Ref. [51].
whose characteristic length scale is given by Eq. (1.1). The devices we have considered
thus far are fabricated in silicon, followed by thermal oxidation, or fabricated in fused
silica. In either case, the surface adopts a negative charge in the basic pH buffers used
for electrophoresis. As a result, the DNA is repelled from the surface by electrostatic
interactions. Lowering the ionic strength increases the electrostatic repulsion between
the DNA and the walls, leading to an increase in the size of the region where the double-
layers overlap between the DNA and the walls. Since the nanofilter mode of the device
operates through a standard chromatographic mechanism [45] based on the partitioning
of the rigid, short DNA molecules between the slit and the well [55], the effect of the
electrostatic interactions is equivalent to reducing the physical size of the slit. As we
might expect, the selectivity and resolution are enhanced at low ionic strength [46].
The slit-well motif in Fig. 2.1 is not the only artificial gel that operates in the Ogston
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sieving and entropic trapping regimes. Fig. 2.4 shows two particular examples fabricated
in PDMS. Note that entropic trapping via thin slits is unlikely to be successful in a soft
material like PDMS, since they would collapse. The upper panels of Fig. 2.4 show a
post array with 15 µm posts with 1 µm spacing at the thinnest point [52]. These posts
are much too large to be useful for the separations discussed later in section 2.2, since
the post sizes are almost an order of magnitude larger than the DNA coil. For the
same reason, this post array is not the same as the systems studied using the exactly
solvable lattice models for DNA electrophoresis [57–64]. Rather, the device operates
in an entropic trapping mode because the interstitial space between the post, where
the DNA travels, has larger pockets connected by thin gaps, shown as the lighter grey
area in Fig. 2.4. These gaps act as entropic traps. This device features a size based
separation of molecules that have a radius of gyration on the order of the gap [52]. The
lower panel of Fig. 2.4 shows a device with a uniform depth but wavelike structures
along the walls [51]. One can think of this system as the slit-well motif turned on its
side, albeit at a slightly larger length scale where the features are commensurate with
the radius of gyration of the DNA rather than its persistence length. Two different
systems are shown in Fig. 2.4, one with the wavelike structures on both walls and one
with the wavelike structure on a single wall [51]. Videomicroscopy experiments [51] of
T2 and λ DNA electrophoresis in these systems showed that the DNA interacts with
and is stretched by the features on the wall. The interaction between the DNA and the
wall was stronger for the longer DNA and this led to a smaller velocity when traveling
through the channel [51]. Both of the devices in Fig. 2.4 have gaps that are about
the size as the radius of gyration of the molecules they are separating, where the longer
molecule has to squeeze a little more than the smaller one. So the larger molecule travels
slower [51,52], as opposed to the case in the early entropic traps where the gap was much
smaller than the radius of gyration and the larger molecules traveled faster [40].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the oil slug in the microchannel. The region between the wall
of the channel and the oil slug creates a nanoslit. The interface between the channel
and the nanoslit causes the DNA molecule to stretch. Reproduced from Ref. [53].
An alternate approach to entropic trapping is to use the thin film formed between
an oil slug and the wall of a channel [53], shown in Fig. 2.5. This thin region produces
a nanoslit and the transition from the large channel to the slit serves as an entropic
trap. When the DNA is driven through the channel it encounters the slug and slowly
stretches as the bulk of the coil slowly unravels to fit into the thin region. Once most
of the molecule enters the thin area it quickly transverses the gap and exits due to the
intensified electric field in the gap. While one should, in principle, be able to construct
an entropic trapping device out of a series of oil slugs in a channel, this setup has only
been used thus far to stretch DNA [53] to about 50% of its contour length [53]. The
DNA can also be combed to the surface using a surfactant for the surface coating and
high electric fields [54]. Both the stretching and combing were achieved in cheap and
easy to fabricate PDMS channels at very tractable dimensions between 100 and 200
µm [53,54].
Overall, the entropic trapping geometry seems quite promising, since the speed of
the separation is comparable (but somewhat slower) than the other methods discussed
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in a recent review article [4] and the band capacity seems very good. There are some
minor technical challenges relative to the post arrays but they are easily overcome. For
example, the device fabrication requires two etching steps to create the slit and the
well, but the patterning is all done using conventional photolithography. Likewise, the
injection method requires multiple field strengths, but this is easily implemented using
a programmable power supply. The limiting issue is the band inversion as a function of
electric field and molecular weight. Care needs to be taken when performing separations
as the order of elution can be reversed if the molecule is about the same size as the slit
size [45].
2.2 Post Arrays
One of the major limitations of agarose gel electrophoresis is that long DNA cannot
be separated using a DC electric field. The gels can only be made so dilute before
they can no longer support themselves and the electric field can only be turned down
so low. Practically it is difficult to separate DNA species above 25 kbp in a DC field
gel [24]. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis gave a way to separate longer DNA, but these
separations can take many hours and maybe even days to complete. To solve this issue
researchers turned to silicon processing techniques to make small separation devices out
of silicon. Several post array devices are shown in Fig. 2.6. This allowed researchers to
make arrays that could be used to separate long DNA in a large variety of post size,
spacing, and material [65–77]. Researchers have also used other techniques to create
post arrays, including magnetic beads [78–80] and nanowires [81, 82]. In addition to
being able to rapidly separate long DNA, typically on the order of minutes, there are
other advantages to using microfabricated devices, which were discussed in section 1.3.
In this section we will focus on the post arrays made of stationary obstacles, typi-
cally made in fused silica or silicon, as opposed to the nanowires or magnetic particles
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Figure 2.6: SEM images showing the progression of post arrays. (A) shows the first
microfabricated post array device, reproduced from ref. [65]. (B) shows a side view
of a post array, reproduced from ref. [66]. (C) shows an impressive device with very
high aspect ratio posts, reproduced from ref. [67]. This compilation is reproduced from
ref. [4].
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mentioned above. The first post array was a post array made in silicon dioxide in 1992,
Fig. 2.6A [65]. There have been many different post arrays since then. Some have been
dense arrays with very thin posts. These are made by electric beam lithography and
have array lengths of about 1 mm. These are typically called nanopost arrays, Fig. 2.6B
and C [66–70,83,84]. Some have been sparse arrays made with photolithography. These
typically have 1 µm posts with spacing larger than the size of the DNA they are sep-
arating. They also usually have arrays tens of mm long [34, 72, 73, 75, 76, 85]. Very
similar to the sparse post arrays, there have been sparse post arrays with posts that
are sub-micron sized using a technique called oxygen plasma thinning [74, 86]. Finally
there are geometries that are variations on the standard post array. These include the
disordered post array, created to study the effect of order on DNA sparation [76], and
the nanofence array, created to take advantage of the relaxation time of λ DNA for more
efficient separations [87].
Separation in the sparse post arrays happen by a single DNA molecule colliding with
a post, stretching around the post, sliding off the post, and relaxing before colliding with
another post. This occurs many times and results in a bulk size dependent mobility
of the DNA. Whether the DNA will wrap around the post when it collides depends
strongly on the impact parameter [81, 86, 89, 90], or how far the center of mass of the
molecule is from the center of the post. There are a couple reasons the DNA would not
wrap around the post: either the DNA molecule was too far to the side of the post and
it glances off, or the DNA is too small to wrap around the post. If the DNA does not
wrap around the post the collision does not hold up the molecule long enough for it
to contribute to a separation. Once the DNA has collided it stretches out. An electric
field of at least 10 V/cm is required to stretch the molecule sufficiently [89, 91]. When
looking at isolated posts, or a sparse enough array, there are 4 types of collisions: U, J,
X, and W type collisions [88, 92], shown in Fig. 2.7. If the posts are close enough, or
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Figure 2.7: A schematic showing the four collision types for an isolated post. The U
collision is when the DNA fully extends and is the same on both sides of the post. The
J collision is when the DNA fully extends, but is longer on one side of the post. The X
collision is when the DNA does not fully extend on one side. The W collision is when
a hairpin folds over the post. This figure was reproduced from ref. [88].
the molecule long enough, for the DNA to interact with multiple posts there are many
other types of collision that can happen [93]. Once the DNA molecule has wrapped
around the post it begins to slide off the post in a rope over pulley type motion [85,94].
This unhooking process is a deterministic process since the motion due to the electric
field is much stronger than diffusive motion [95]. While the unhooking time seems like
a good time to model the separation, it actually overestimates the amount of time it
takes since the center of mass of the molecule is changing during the unhooking process.
A better time to use is the hold up time, or the delay in the center of mass motion of
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the molecule due to the collision [96]. This hold up time is size dependent [85,94]. The
DNA then relaxes and the process repeats. This is the unit operation for separation in
a post array device.
Initial computer simulations in post arrays predicted that DNA would not separate
in ordered post arrays and that some amount of disorder was necessary for separation.
The prediction was that in a well ordered array the DNA would travel through the
region, or channel, between the posts and would result in very few collisions and poor
to no separation [97–99]. However, these models neglected the effect the insulating
posts would have on the electric field, most notably the electric field bends around the
insulating posts, shown in Fig. 2.8. This was an important effect and it was shown that
DNA can be separated in sparse post arrays [72]. More careful work both experimentally
and by simulations showed that there is a channeling effect, but only at high electric
fields, or in very sparse arrays where the bending of the electric field was negligible
compared the space between the posts [73]. Recently computer simulations showed that
rotating the array, coined a tilted post array, breaks up these channels. This resulted in
a better separation as the electric field was increase, instead of getting worse for normal
post arrays [77].
To model the separation of DNA in a post array, researchers looked to the Scher-Lax
continuous time random walk model (CTRW) [100]. Here we will only present a quick
overview of the more recent developments in the model. For a more in depth look at the
history of modeling this system, including pre-CTRW models, see reference [4]. The first
CTRW model applied to the post array system assumed all collisions resulted in a fully
extended chain, so U and J collisions only [80]. An improved model was then developed
that took these incomplete extension collisions into account [99, 101]. These, however,
did not calculate the collision probability or hold up time with enough accuracy. The
most recent model that was develop seemed to have solved most of these issues. This
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Figure 2.8: A schematic showing how the electric field interacts with the insulating
posts. This pulls the DNA into the path of the posts and explains why DNA can be
separated in ordered hexagonal post arrays. Reproduced from ref. [72].
model was compared to experimental results and was found to match very well [102].
Post array separation devices have drastically improved the separation time needed
for separating long DNA. However, operating these devices usually requires a complex
setup around the device. This may be a reason post arrays have not seen great success
as a commercial product [4]. In the works referenced, the device typically separated 2 or
3 species of DNA. This speaks to the poor peak capacity of these devices, or the amount
of DNA they can theoretically separation. Despite these issue, sparse hexagonal post
arrays, with post about 1 µm in diameter, are relatively easy to fabricate. Because of
this, posts seem to be the medium of choice for some continuous separation devices, in
particular the DNA prism [103], which will be discussed in the next section. Post arrays
have also found use in DNA stretching devices as a pre-stretching regions so hairpins
do not form in the nanochannels [4]. So while alone post arrays may not be the next
great thing, they have found their way into some of the newest DNA separation and
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manipulation devices.
2.3 Continuous Separation Devices
The separation devices we have discussed so far all operate in a batch mode, analogous to
gel electrophoresis and capillary electrophoresis. Batch separations are appropriate for
analytical scale separations, where a small amount of DNA are analyzed to determine
their molecular weight distribution. The small amount of sample certainly has some
advantages, for example, when the sample is rare and only a small amount of material
is available for the separation. In many cases, it is desirable to separate the DNA
and collect the fractionated products, which is normally referred to as a preparative
separation. At a laboratory scale, agarose gel electrophoresis is sufficient for preparative
purposes, since fairly large amounts of DNA can be processed in a single run and the
bands are readily extracted from the gel with a scalpel.
In principle, batch microfluidic separations could be run in a massively parallel fash-
ion to process enough DNA for preparative purposes. However, there are several critical
issues with such an approach. First, the number of channels required for the separa-
tion is enormous; if a single microfluidic injection analyzes a few nanoliters of fluid,
we would need thousands of channels to reach the throughput of gel electrophoresis.
Second, while the injection methods used are effective at creating a narrow injection
band for an analytical separation, they waste a large amount of material in the loading
process. In contrast, gel electrophoresis makes efficient use of most of the starting ma-
terial. Third, collecting the bands from a batch separation is a challenging task. While
there are several approaches appearing in the literature [104,105], it is not obvious that
the bands in a complicated and unknown mixture of DNA can be efficiently collected
at the end of the microchannel.
If one desires a throughput appropriate for preparative separations, it is better to
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Figure 2.9: A separation of two different sized DNA molecules performed in a continuous
separation device. The band with the larger defection angle is the smaller DNA. (A)
No tilt, high speed. (B) No tilt, low speed. (C) Tilted, low speed. Species (a) is 164
kbp and species (b) is 48.5 kbp. Adapted from Ref. [106].
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switch to a continuous separation process. As we will see in this section, continuous
separations have been developed as extensions of some of the methods we discussed in
sections 2.1 and 2.2, such as pulsed field electrophoresis in a post array [103, 107] and
entropic traps/nanofilters [108,109]. Other methods, such as ratchet based separations
[106, 110–116] and deterministic lateral displacement [117], rely on physical principles
that have not yet been covered in this work. The advantage of a continuous separation
is easily seen in Fig. 2.9, which reproduces data from an optimized version of a tilted
Brownian ratchet separation [106]. Different sized DNA fragments travel at different
angles from the initial injection stream. By the end of the device the DNA has separated
into different bands which can be shunted off into different channels for collection and
further analysis. These devices can be run for hours and sometimes for days [103,115],
which allows for throughput that is currently impossible in batch microfluidic devices.
Also, continuous devices simplify the injection procedure. All continuous devices need
is a thin initial stream, which can be created by using a thin channel before the DNA
enters the device as opposed to more complicated batch injection procedures required for
most microfluidic separation devices [4]. These advantages make continuous separation
devices ideal for integration into larger lab-on-a-chip type devices [35, 36] that require
DNA (or protein) separations as one of the preparatory steps of the device.
One of the earliest working continuous separation devices was the DNA prism [103],
seen in Fig. 2.10. The working principle behind the DNA prism is a clever extension of
the pulsed field post array system [34]. In conventional pulsed field gel electrophoresis,
the electric field strength remains constant but the direction of the electric field changes.
As a result, DNA of different sizes move at different speeds but all of the DNA move in
the same net direction [118]. As we can see in Fig. 2.10, the DNA prism operates using
two different field directions and two different electric field strengths [103]. Following the
standard practice in pulsed field gel electrophoresis, the fields are oriented at 120◦ from
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Figure 2.10: Top: Schematic of the DNA prism. The SEM images in the insets highlight
different regions of the device. Bottom: Illustration of the separation mechanism. At t0
both the long and short fragment travel in the strong field direction. At t1 the field is
switched to the weak field in a new direction. The long DNA molecule cannot get all the
way around the corner, but the smaller molecule can. At t2 the field is switched back
to the strong field and the long DNA travel down the same channel while the shorter
DNA is now in a new channel. Reproduced from Ref. [103].
each other. The DNA initially travels in the direction of the stronger field. The field is
then switched to the weaker field direction. Since the electric field is not very strong,
the longer DNA molecules are unable to reorient with the field. This means that on
average the longer DNA travels in the direction of the stronger field. The shorter DNA
molecules are able to reorient and travel in the new field direction until the stronger
pulse is applied again. This means the shorter DNA tends to travel in the average field
direction to varying degrees that depend on the DNA length. Note that the relevant
parameter for the separation is the amount of time the DNA have to reorient when the
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direction of the field changes. Thus, although the initial work used a square wave of
different electric field strengths [103], one can effect the same separation by using long
and short pulses of electric fields with the same magnitude.
The first DNA prism device [103] was constructed using photolithography as a 3
mm by 9 mm hexagonal array of posts. The post are 2 µm in diameter, spacing,
and height. As we can see in Fig. 2.10, the array is surrounded by several bundles
of microfluidic channels that lead to large buffer reservoirs. The channels serve two
purposes. First, they create uniform and tunable electric fields within the large post
array by the current injection method, where the high resistance channels act as current
injectors [119]. Second, the microfluidic channels can also be used to selectively capture
the separated DNA fragments. The location of these outlet channels can be designed so
that the desired fragments can be collected for further analysis while the other fragments
are sent to separate stream for separate analysis or to the waste. Note that the current
injection method [119] is a robust way to apply the pulsed fields, but it still requires at
least four, and up to eight, electrodes to work.
More recently, the DNA prism technology was recreated in colloidal crystals [107].
This device can be seen as a straightforward combination of the colloidal crystal separa-
tion device [120] and the DNA prism technology [116]. The major challenge is creating
a large crack-free self assembled colloidal crystal, which benefits from the fact that the
current injection microchannels also create more evaporation fronts for convective self
assembly [107]. These later devices [107, 121, 122] also carefully considered the role of
pore spacing and the frequency of the electric field. At very low and very high frequen-
cies, there is no separation [107]. Neither result is particularly surprising in light of the
regimes of pulsed field gel electrophoresis [4], since the low frequency regime minimizes
the effect of the reorientation time (which is the origin of the separation [103]), and the
high frequency regime does not provide sufficient time for any of the DNA to reorient.
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Since one must get a separation in the DNA prism for some frequency range, there
is a peak in the deflection angle at moderate frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz, with
the exact location of the peak depending on the electric field [107] and vanishing when
the colloids are very small [121]. In moderate sized colloids (330 nm and 900 nm), the
optimal separation frequency is higher for higher fields, with the smaller colloids (330
nm) producing better separations than the larger (900 nm) colloids [107]. The mecha-
nisms for the peak in deflection angle as a function of frequency was recently explored
using simulations in post array prism [123]. Similar to what we saw in the discussion
of post arrays [76] in section 2.2, the colloidal crystal separation benefits from having
an ordered array of pore spacing [122]. The DNA prism has also been integrated into
lab-on-a-chip devices for sample preparation [35,36].
The entropic traps and nanofilters we saw in section 2.1 have also been integrated
into a continuous separation format in the so-called anisotropic nanofilter array (ANA)
[108, 109, 124] illustrated in Fig. 2.11. This device works by superimposing two per-
pendicular electric fields, using the current injection method to create the electric
fields [119]. One field drives the DNA through a deep channel while the other field
drives it towards a parallel deep channel. Separating the two deep channels is a narrow
space that constitutes the entropic trap or nanofilter. As was the case in the batch de-
vices we discussed in section 2.1, the probability of the DNA crossing through the thin
gap depends on the size of the DNA, which leads to different sized fragments traveling at
different angles [108]. If the thin slits act as entropic traps [40–43], then the larger DNA
are most likely to cross through the trap and have a larger deflection angle. Conversely,
if the thin slits act as nanofilters [44, 45], then the smaller DNA have a higher hopping
frequency and thus a larger deflection angle.
There are two generic ways to create the anisotropic nanofilter array. Recall from
section 2.1 that the entropic traps and nanofilters were originally fabricated using two
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Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of the anisotropic nanofilter array (ANA). (a) For
the Ogston sieving regime, where the radius of gyration is smaller than the gap, the
smaller molecule has a higher rate of crossing the gap. (b) For the entropic trapping
regime, where the radius of gyration is larger than the gap, the larger molecule has a
higher rate of crossing the gap. This image is for the planar ANA device, but the same
idea holds for the vertical device. Adapted from Ref. [108].
etch steps to create a multiple-depth device, with the narrow slit having a thickness in
the tens of nanometer range. In the planar device ANA device, the same strategy is
employed in the continuous separation device, where the distance between the etched
silicon and the glass ceiling creates the thin slit [108]. It is also possible to create an
array of high aspect ratio pillars that span the channel height with very narrow gaps
between them, where the gap between the pillars creates the thin slit (which is now
turned on its side) [109]. The latter vertical device is much harder to fabricate, since
it requires making highly anisotropic etches and backfilling to produce the narrow gap
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[109]. However, the vertical device has a much higher throughput, 1000 nl/h [109], when
compared to the 1 nl/h throughput for the planar device [108]. While the two devices
have not been directly compared, the separation mechanisms are the same so their
performance should be very similar, aside from the increased throughput for the vertical
device. In applications, one should carefully consider the balance between throughput
and cost of the fabrication.
The devices described so far (DNA prism and ANA) are continuous versions of the
post arrays and entropic traps we saw in previous sections. Let us now consider ratchet
methods, which permit continuous separations of DNA without using any of the physical
principles seen in other batch microfluidic devices. We will focus our attention on ratchet
systems rather than the emerging methods using deterministic lateral displacement
[117], which seem to have found their niche in the separation of colloidal particles and
cells [125–127] rather than their limited applications to DNA [117]. Brownian ratchets
have a rich history in physics [128]. The idea behind a Brownian ratchet is to “rectify”
the random Brownian motion in order to achieve directional transport. The rectification
requires doing work on the particles, which for DNA usually occurs in the form of an
electric field. There are two different ways to rectify the motion — a flashing ratchet,
where the electric field changes in time, and a Brownian ratchet, where the geometry of
the device produces the separation under a constant electric field.
The flashing ratchet [129] has been used to separate DNA by size [111,113,114]. In
a flashing ratchet, an asymmetric potential field turns on and off periodically. When
the potential is on, the DNA are localized at the minima of the potential field. When
the field is turned off, the DNA travel randomly under Brownian motion. The typical
choice of potential is a sawtooth. Since the potential is asymmetric in space, it is more
likely that the DNA will diffuse to the “short” side of the sawtooth rather than the
“long” side in the absence of the field. Thus, when the potential field turns back on,
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Figure 2.12: A image of the Brownian ratchet. For the molecule to travel from the gap
it is in to the adjacent gap to the right, it needs to move from the gap to the start of
the next tilted obstacle, about 1.5 µm. To move to the left gap the molecule needs to
travel the entire distance of the obstacle, about 5 µm, or be shunted back to the gap it
started at by the obstacle. It also has less time to diffuse left before colliding with the
obstacle. Practically, no molecules travel to the left. Reproduced from Ref. [112].
the random motion is rectified into directional motion as the DNA fall into the local
minima of the sawtooth potential field. In the context of DNA, the flashing sawtooth
potential was created [111,113,114] using an interdigitated electrode array. As predicted
by theory [129], the DNA travel up the array in a size dependent manner that depends
on the frequency and duration of the on/off pulses [111,113,114].
It is sometimes preferable to try to use a passive post array over interdigitated
electrodes, since the passive system simplifies the device operation. Theoretical analysis
[130,131] suggested that an array of obstacles tilted with respect to the electric field can
separate DNA by size in a continuous manner. The experimental realization [112] of this
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idea appears in Fig. 2.12. (Note that a similar principle was also realized using charged
lipids moving in a patterned lipid bilayer [110].) The obstacles are arranged in such a
way so that, as the DNA moves downward through the array, the diffusion path to the
next channel on the right is shorter than to the left. Smaller molecules diffuse much
quicker than larger molecules, so the smaller molecules are more likely to travel to the
right, while the larger DNA molecules tend to travel in the field direction, as shown in
Fig. 2.12. There are some questionable assumptions in the original theories [130, 131],
in particular related to the neglect of the curved field lines caused by the insulating
obstacles [50, 132, 133]. However, as the results for the optimized ratchet device in
Fig. 2.9 show, one can certainly separate DNA by size using a Brownian ratchet.
The progress from the prototype in Fig. 2.12 to the optimal result in Fig. 2.9 was
an interesting one, so it is worthwhile to recount the key steps along the way. The
first device was a large array of asymmetric obstacles set at 45◦ from the applied field,
created to test a theoretical idea that DNA molecules could be separated based on their
size dependent diffusion [112]. Single molecule experiments [112], shown in Fig. 2.12,
demonstrated that different sized molecules travelled at different angles. However, the
original device [112] was not used for a separation since it was incapable of injecting a
thin steam of the DNA [112]. The next step taken to improve the device was to add an
injection port [115]. This second generation device featured a laser micromachined hole
in the back of the device, usually 10-30 µm in diameter, that now allowed the device to
be used for separations [115]. While the latter experiments did show that the separations
occurred in the expected range [130] for the electric field strength, they revealed that
the models [130,131] of the process did not accurately capture the separation due to the
deflection of the electric field lines by the insulating obstacles and the finite size of the
DNA. Realizing the optimal separations [106] required tilting the obstacles 18.4◦ from
horizontal and tilting the entire array away from the vertical [116]. This second change
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led to a smaller distance between the center of a channel and the distance needed to
diffuse in order to be in the next channel, allowing for faster separations and ultimately
producing the results seen in Fig. 2.9 [106].
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Chapter 3
Ratchet Nanofiltration of DNA
This chapter is based on the publication:
J. D. P. Thomas, M. N. Joswiak, D. W. Olson, S.-G. Park, and K. D. Dorfman
Lab on a Chip, 13, 3741 (2013).
3.1 Introduction
The DNA nanofilter [44], seen in Fig. 3.1, is one of a bevy of microfabricated devices
used to enhance DNA separations or study the basic physics of DNA electrophoresis
[4, 50]. Under a constant electric field, this device separates short DNA (less than
approximately 1000 base pairs, bp) as a function of molecular weight. If the time
scale for electrophoresis is slow compared to diffusion, the resulting near-equilibrium
separation is analogous to standard chromatography [45]. Due to excluded volume
interactions in the slit, the partition coefficient between the slit and the well is a function
of the molecular weight of the DNA [55]. The shorter DNA have more degrees of freedom
in the slit, whereupon they elute from the device first [44–46, 108, 134, 135]. Under a
strong dc electric field, the physics of the DNA motion are less well understood [47,56].
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B
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Figure 3.1: (A) Schematic of the shifted-T channel geometry including the 5 mm sep-
aration arm containing the nanofilter geometry. Voltages are applied via platinum
electrodes in the reservoirs to control the electric fields. (B) Top-down scanning elec-
tron microscope image of the wells and slits comprising the nanofilter. The slit and well
length are 1 µm and the DNA travels, on average, from the top to bottom in this figure.
(C) A scanning electron microscope image of the cross section of the device. The top
layer is the silicon, with the white film being the silicon dioxide layer. The bottom layer
is the glass.
Importantly, for any constant value of the electric field, all of the DNA molecules move
from the inlet to the outlet of the device. As a result, a nanofilter operating under
a constant electric field does not actually filter the DNA in the conventional sense.
Rather, it serves as a medium for separating the DNA as a function of their size.
We show here that, as predicted by theory [136,137], the electric field in the nanofil-
ter device can be tuned to operate as a temporal asymmetry ratchet [137] that only
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allows those DNA smaller than a critical molecular weight to reach the end of the de-
vice. In doing so, we expand the practical functionality of the slit-well motif [50] from
separations to actual filtration. Since the ratchet nanofilter described here provides a
molecular weight cut-off without clogging like a traditional filter, it should become a use-
ful component of the microfluidics toolbox. In addition to demonstrating experimentally
the principle of ratchet nanofiltration, we also show that a temporal asymmetry ratchet
that permits all of the DNA to elute from the device can enhance their separation when
compared to a constant electric field separation.
3.2 Theory
Let us first recall the relevant theory for a temporal asymmetry ratchet [136, 137].
Denote the electrophoretic velocity of a DNA molecule of N base pairs by v(N,E),
where E is the magnitude of the electric field resulting from an imposed potential
drop across the nanofilter. It will prove convenient to also define an electrophoretic
mobility, µ ≡ v/E. For a time t1, we apply an electric field of strength E1 from bottom-
to-top in Fig. 3.1, such that the negatively charged DNA move from top-to-bottom.
Subsequently, for a time t2 we apply an electric field E2 6= E1 from top-to-bottom. In
both cases i = (1, 2), the time is chosen such that the distance travelled by the DNA
under the given electric field Ei is long compared to the nanofilter pitch. As a result,
the corresponding velocity vi(N,Ei) is approximately the average velocity of the DNA
under a constant electric field, ignoring the brief transience in the velocity when the
electric field changes direction and magnitude. The net velocity of the DNA of size N
from top-to-bottom in Fig. 3.1 is then
vnet(N) =
v1(N,E1)t1 − v2(N,E2)t2
(t1 + t2)
. (3.1)
If the velocity is a linear function of the electric field, v = µ(N)E, as is the case
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for Ogston sieving in gel electrophoresis [13], then all of the DNA should move in the
direction of the time-averaged electric field,
vnet(N) = µ(N)
(E1t1 − E2t2)
(t1 + t2)
, (3.2)
albeit at different speeds. However, if the velocity is a nonlinear function of electric field,
Equation 3.1 allows for the possibility that DNA of different sizes may move in different
directions. It is known from prior experimental work [45] that the DNA electrophoretic
mobility in the nanofilter geometry is indeed a nonlinear function of the electric field,
and that this function depends on molecular weight.
To achieve filtration in the conventional sense, where the smaller DNA pass through
the filter and the larger DNA are retained, it is not sufficient to simply have a mobility
µ = µ(N,E) that depends on both the size of the DNA and the electric field. We also
need be able to select values of Ei and ti such that there exists a critical molecular
weight N∗ where vnet(N < N∗) > 0 and vnet(N > N∗) < 0. The requisite conditions
for Ei and ti are not always readily apparent, but they can be determined if we know
the functional form of µ(N,E) under a steady electric field. For example, Tessier and
Slater [137] found one such condition via simulations of DNA electrophoresis in the
entropic trap array [42], which is a slit-well motif for separating long DNA. In the
present circumstances, the semi-phenomenological model [45] used to describe DNA
electrophoresis in the nanofilter array permits many monotonically decreasing functions
of vnet(N) for given values for Ei and ti. To achieve filtration, we need to select one such
set of values of for Ei and ti such that the monotonic function vnet(N) passes through
zero at the desired value N∗.
In many cases of interest, the particular DNA in the mixture may not contain any
species where N ≈ N∗. In these circumstances, no DNA are entrained inside the filter;
long DNA that enter the array are shuttled back to the inlet while the shorter DNA are
allowed to pass through to the outlet. Even if the mixture contains a species with zero
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net velocity under the temporal asymmetry ratchet, this species can easily be removed
by applying a backward pulse after recovering the eluted products. As a result, a ratchet
nanofilter performance does not decrease due to clogging, as is the case in traditional
filtration.
3.3 Methods
We used projection photolithography and reactive ion etching to build the nanofilter
device. We first spin-coated a 700 nm layer of SPR995-CM photoresist (Rohm and
Haas) on a four-inch silicon wafer. This photoresist layer was exposed on a projection
lithography stepper (Canon FPA 2500 i3) using a photomask that contains the fluid
reservoirs and connecting channels (Fig. 3.1A), which have a width of 30 µm. After
developing, we used a deep trench etching process (Plasma-Therm SLR 770) to etch
the exposed portions of the wafer to a depth of 60 nm, as measured by profilometry.
We then spin-coated a new layer of photoresist on the etched wafer and aligned a
second mask to the features on the etched wafer. This second mask was identical to the
first photomask except that it had 1 µm long stripes in the nanofilter geometry region
that prevented exposure of the slit portion during photolithography. After exposure
and development, we etched all exposed areas of the wafer to a depth of 320 nm, again
confirmed by confocal microscopy and surface profilometry. The device then was cleaned
using oxygen plasma followed by a piranha bath. We then deposited a 100 nm layer of
low stress nitride on the whole wafer using low pressure chemical vapor deposition. We
removed the nitride layer on the fluid reservoir portions of the device, and then used
potassium hydroxide at 90◦C for 6 hours to etch the reservoirs through the wafer. We
immersed the wafer in phosphoric acid at 160◦C for 12 hours to remove the nitride layer,
and then grew a 200 nm oxide layer over the whole device in an oxygen environment at
1100◦C for 2 hours. The dimensions of the device were then confirmed using confocal
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and scanning electron microscopy. The images in Fig. 3.1 are all after the oxide layer
has been added. A scanning electron microscope image of the final slit-well geometry
is shown in Fig. 3.1B and a cross-section of the device is shown in Fig. 3.1C. After
characterization, we anodically bonded (Karl Suss SB6) the oxidized silicon device to
a 500 µm thick borofloat glass wafer and cut the device out of the wafer using a wafer
saw (Disco DAD 2H/6T).
For the electrophoresis experiments, we filled the device with 5x TBE buffer (Sigma)
at pH 8.1, supplemented with 0.07% (w/v) ascorbic acid, 0.07% (w/v) 40 kDa polyvinyl
pyrrolidine, and 3% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol (all from Sigma). Platinum electrodes at-
tached to a high voltage power supply (LabSmith HVS-1500) fixed the electric potential
at each fluid reservoir. We calculated the electric field in the nanofilter using Kirchoff’s
laws based on the fixed electric potential in each of the reservoirs, assuming the resis-
tance of a given part of the device of length L is R = σL/A, where A is the cross-sectional
area available for ionic conduction and the resistivity σ is independent of position. For
the slit-well portion of the device, we computed the resistance of this arm as resistors
in series.
The device was mounted on a programmable stage and intensity data were collected
from a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu H7422-04) mounted on an inverted microscope
(Leica DMI-4000). During the experiments, the 40x microscope objective scanned the
5 mm nanofilter region of the device at a speed of 2.5 mm/s every 20 seconds and the
data were collected at 1 kHz, resulting in a measure of intensity versus the position in
the nanofilter.
The experimental data presented here used PCR marker dsDNA (New England Bi-
olabs) with 5 fragments at 50, 150, 300, 500, and 766 bp with approximate weight
percentages of 30%, 20%, 16%, 13%, and 21% respectively, dyed with YOYO-1 (Molec-
ular Probes) at a dye ratio of 1 dye molecule per 5 base pairs of DNA. PCR marker
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at 250 µg/mL was loaded into one of the side reservoirs while buffer was loaded to the
other three reservoirs. DNA was loaded and injected into the nanofilter geometry using
a standard shifted-T protocol [138].
3.4 Results and Discussion
To calibrate the ratchet, we first measured the electrophoretic mobilities in one of our
devices under the constant electric fields E1 = 20 V/cm and E2 = 37 V/cm, as reported
in Table 3.1. The elution order was confirmed by integrating deconvolved Gaussian fits
to the electropherogram for baseline resolved data and comparing to the relative areas
under each peak to the concentrations of the mixture provided by New England Biolabs.
Note that the ratchet can operate at many different electric field combinations, which
we will explore shortly. Overall, we found that this particular device led to separations
as a function of molecular weight for constant electric fields of around 15 V/cm to 40
V/cm. We then needed to select ratchet times t1 and t2 that lead to the desired cut-off
molecular weight N∗ from Eq. (3.1). The values of t1 and t2 must be large enough
Table 3.1: Calibration data and net velocities for the ratchet experiments in Figs. 3.2
and 3.3. The predicted values are computed from Eq. (3.1) and the experimental values
are computed from the electropherograms from the experiment. The calibration data
were acquired on the same day as the separation. For the ratchet, the times are t1 =
30 s and t2 = 7 s.
Molecular Size (bp) Calibration Velocity (µm/s) Net Velocity (µm/s)
20 V/cm 37V/cm Eq. (3.1) Fig. 3.2 Fig. 3.3
50 14.1 28.6 6.03 4.57 5.48
150 7.45 26.7 0.99 2.66 2.30
300 5.46 24.1 -0.14 1.11 0.28
500 3.25 23.8 -1.86 -0.64 -1.18
766 2.11 22.9 -2.61 -1.80 -2.15
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Figure 3.2: Ratchet nanofiltration using the calibration data in Table 3.1. The DNA
were injected at 80 V/cm. The forward field E1 = 20 V/cm was applied for t1 = 30 s
and the reverse field E2 = 37 V/cm was applied for t2 = 7 s. The numbers above the
peaks represent the different sized DNA in the mixture to identify peaks; 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 represent the 50, 150, 300, 500, and 766 bp fragments respectively.
that the DNA molecules are able to travel across several slit-well periods during each
cycle of the ratchet. This is not a very difficult criterion to satisfy, making the pulse
times very useful degrees of freedom in the ratchet design. For these first experiments,
we arbitrarily chose t1 = 30 s and calculated vnet as a function of t2 for each DNA size
according to Eq. (3.1), using the measured vi(N,Ei) values in Table 3.1. For t2 = 7
s, the predictions in Table 3.1 suggest that 150 bp < N∗ < 300 bp, whereupon the
two smaller DNA peaks should move towards the exit and the three larger DNA peaks
should move back towards the entrance.
Immediately after calibration, we ran the device in ratchet mode using the param-
eters discussed above and seen in Table 3.1. The initial injection was performed under
a strong electric field of 80 V/cm, which leads to no separation and allows us to place
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the DNA mixture in the center of the device. We denote the time t = 0 as the end of
the injection and the start of the ratcheting procedure. The result is seen in Fig. 3.2,
the application of the temporal asymmetry ratchet lead to bi-directional motion of the
DNA thus creating a non-clogging filter. As seen in Table 3.1 the resulting velocities
are reasonably close to the predictions as well.
Using the same ratcheting parameters as in Fig. 3.2, we demonstrated filtration from
a partially separated mixture, as seen in Fig. 3.3. In these experiments, we injected the
plug at a lower electric field, 37 V/cm, so that by the time the DNA mixture reached
the center of the array the 50 bp fragment had already separated from the rest of
the mixture. As seen in Table 3.1, the experimental velocities are still in relatively
good agreement with the predictions. This second experiment with the same ratcheting
protocol shows that sharp injections are not necessary for ratchet nanofiltration. This
attractive feature contrasts with the stringent requirements for conventional analytical
separations in the nanofilter geometry [44], where the injection plug width can be a
substantial source of band broadening.
In addition to filtration, we were also able to show that a reverse pulse actually
enhances the separation when compared to a constant forward electric field. For these
experiments, we used a ratchet with E1 = 20 V/cm and E2 = 37 V/cm and times t1
= 60 s and t2 = 5 s. In this case, using the calibration data in Table 3.1, Eq. (3.1)
predicts that all the DNA fragments have positive net velocities. Figure 3.4 compares
the electropherograms obtained from the ratchet separation (a) to a separation obtained
under a constant dc field of 20 V/cm (b). In both cases, the peaks are resolved but
the ratchet protocol, which includes the reverse pulses at a strong field, resolved all five
species more quickly and used less of the array. As seen in Fig. 3.4, the ratchet achieved
easily resolved peaks for all five species after about 200 s using only 3 mm of the 5
mm array. In contrast, the constant field separation required well over 400 s to visibly
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Figure 3.3: Using the ratchet to filter a partially separated plug. The DNA were injected
at 37 V/cm, which led to some separation before the plug reached the center of the array.
After time t = 0, the forward field E1 = 20 V/cm was applied for t1 = 30 s and the
reverse field E2 = 37 V/cm was applied for t2 = 7 s. The numbers above the peaks
represent the different sized DNA in the mixture to identify peaks; 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
represent the 50, 150, 300, 500, and 766 bp fragments respectively.
resolve all five species. This would allow the pulsed field separation to occur in smaller
devices, while keeping a similar separation time. Moreover, by the time the 4th and 5th
peaks were resolved in the constant field separation, the 1st peak had already left the
device and we were not able to see all five peaks within the device.
Note that the enhanced separation time seen in Fig. 3.4a is only visible for the
scanning detection mode, where we obtain the fluorescence intensity as a function of
position in the device at fixed times. While the ratchet results in faster separations,
it takes longer for the all the fragments to reach the end of the device due to the
ratcheting mechanism. Using finish line detection scheme with a fixed detection window,
the ratchet could be used in a shorter separation array than a DC field separation.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between (A) the ratchet protocol with all species moving for-
ward and (B) a constant field separation with E = 20 V/cm. For the ratchet separation,
the forward field E1 = 20 V/cm was applied for t1 =60s and the reverse field E2 =
37V/cm was applied for t2 =5s. The numbers above the peaks represent the different
sized DNA in the mixture to identify peaks; 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent the 50, 150, 300,
500, and 766 bp fragments respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Ratchet nanofiltration using the calibration data in Table 3.2. The DNA
were injected at 80 V/cm. The forward field E1 = 12 V/cm was applied for t1 = 17 s
and the reverse field E2 = 25 V/cm was applied for t2 = 6 s. The numbers above the
peaks represent the different sized DNA in the mixture to identify peaks; 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 represent the 50, 150, 300, 500, and 766 bp fragments respectively
Ideally, we would like to calibrate a given nanofilter device and then use this device
for numerous ratchet nanofiltration experiments over several days or even weeks. To
test out this desirable approach, we made a new chip and calibrated the velocities in
this second nanofilter array. For this chip we found that the optimum electric fields
were E1 = 12 V/cm and E2 = 25 V/cm with the times of t1 = 17 s and t2 = 6 s. As
seen in Table 3.2, this lead to the prediction that 300 bp < N∗ < 500 bp, whereupon
the three smaller DNA peaks should move towards the exit and the two larger DNA
peaks should move back towards the entrance.
To test the longevity of the calibration we operated the nanofilter using this ratchet
protocol and chip on a subsequent day. The initial injection was performed under a
strong electric field of 80 V/cm, which leads to no separation, a fairly narrow injection
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band, and allows us to place the DNA in the center of the device. We denote the time t
= 0 as the end of the injection and the start of the racheting procedure. It is clear from
Fig. 3.5 that the repetitive application of the temporal asymmetry ratchet indeed leads
to filtration, with the 50 bp fragment moving towards the exit of the device and the
remaining species being rejected from the nanofilter. The scan after 606 s of the ratchet
in Fig. 3.5 shows the 50 bp DNA about to enter the waste reservoir. Unfortunately,
as we see in Table 3.2, the theory given by Eq. (3.1) predicts that the 150 bp and 300
bp fragment should also move towards the exit of the device, albeit at a relatively slow
speed.
In principle, the calibration data in Table 3.2 should be sufficient to design a tempo-
ral asymmetry ratchet with a desired cut-off molecular weight N∗. In practice, although
the relative mobilities are reproducible, the absolute mobilities fluctuate from day-to-
day due to variations in the surface coating, buffer pH, reservoir pressures, and other
uncontrollable experimental parameters [73]. For a ratchet nanofilter, shifts in the ab-
solute mobility can lead to changes in the direction of the net velocity for a given DNA
molecule, which then leads to an undesirable shift in the cut-off molecular weight N∗.
Table 3.2: Calibration data and net velocities for the ratchet experiments in Fig. 3.5.
The predicted values are computed from Eq. (3.1) and the experimental values are
computed from the electropherograms from the experiment. The calibration data were
acquired on a different day than the separations
Molecular Size (bp) Calibration Velocity (µm/s) Net Velocity (µm/s)
12 V/cm 25V/cm Eq. (3.1) Fig. 3.5
50 15.0 30.9 3.78 1.11
150 10.6 28.9 0.94 -0.49
300 8.62 25.7 0.24 -1.02
500 6.56 25.7 -1.31 -2.36
766 4.35 25.7 -2.98 -3.92
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To circumvent these problems with the absolute mobility fluctuations between ex-
periments, one can calibrate the device immediately before running the ratchet. In this
approach, one first quickly obtains the electrophoretic mobilities at E1 and E2 from
two separation experiments, flushes the test DNA to the outlet, and then immediately
initiates the ratchet nanofiltration with a fresh injection. In practice, the calibration
procedure can be decoupled from the ratchet nanofiltration by employing two exit reser-
voirs; the analytes from the calibration step would be eluted to the first exit and the
filtered analytes would be eluted to the second exit.
3.5 Conclusions
In the current contribution, we have shown how the slit-well motif can be combined with
a temporal asymmetry ratchet to achieve filtration of DNA. The key to the operation
of the device [136, 137] is that under a constant, unidirectional electric field, rod-like
DNA exhibit a size dependent electrophoretic mobility that is non-linear with respect
to the applied electric field [45]. By switching the duration, direction, and magnitude
of the applied electric field, we are able to tune the direction of the DNA motion based
on the size of the DNA molecule. The asymmetry in the applied electric fields allows
operation of the device as a clog-free, tunable filter where only DNA smaller than N∗ are
eluted. We also showed that a brief backward pulse can enhance conventional analytical
separations as a function of molecular weight.
The ratchet experiment described here required the injection of a group of DNA into
the nanofilter geometry before applying the temporal asymmetry ratchet. True filter
operation could be accomplished by applying the ratchet to the entirety of the loaded
DNA sample using a two-reservoir design. In the portion of the microfluidic channel
devoid of the slit-well geometry, all DNA sizes move away from the loading reservoir
and toward the nanofilter during application of the ratchet. In the slit-well geometry,
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DNA with size greater than N∗ are rejected from the nanofilter while DNA smaller than
N∗ pass through the nanofilter. The data presented here shows that the direction of
transport in the nanofilter depends on DNA size, and thus the nanofilter geometry can
be operated as a true filter.
As a microfluidic device, the throughput of the nanofilter is naturally limited by the
small volume of fluid it handles. While the width of the slits is limited by the mechanical
stability of the material [139], the process is trivial to parallelize by creating multiple
channels separated by thin walls. However, it is unlikely that a ratchet nanofilter will
replace gel electrophoresis for purifying larger quantities of DNA. Rather, we envision
that this nanofilter geometry can be used as an in-line filtration step in integrated
lab-on-a-chip type devices designed to perform multiple manipulation steps on a small
(and often precious) sample. It could purify DNA following PCR of a cell lysate, or
only allow desired DNA molecular weights through to the rest of the device for further
processing [36]. Processes upstream in a device would likely not need large amounts of
analyte so the lower throughput of this device would not be an issue. This filter should
work in continuous mode, so a concentrator upstream can be used if higher amounts of
analyte are needed.
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Chapter 4
Tilted Post Arrays
4.1 Introduction
Hexagonal post arrays are one microfluidic method for rapidly separating long DNA,
typically tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs (kbp) [4,50]. Agarose gel electrophoresis can
only separate these long fragments using pulsed electric fields [13]. Unfortunately, due
to the slow migration of long DNA in the net direction of the applied field, pulsed field
separations take hours to days to achieve a baseline separation [13]; this time is com-
pared to minutes needed to separate long DNA in post arrays [66,78,79]. Regular arrays
of micro- and nano-sized posts, fabricated by semiconductor methods, have been the
subject of substantial experimental work [65–75,84,85,87] using a wide variety of mate-
rials, post sizes, and post spacing. In addition to microfabricated arrays with perfectly
ordered features, results also exist for self-assembled magnetic beads [78–80], which
form quasi-hexagonal arrays, microfabricated arrays with intentional disorder [76], and
nanowire-based posts [81, 82]. Given the extensive experimental work on DNA elec-
trophoresis in post arrays, let alone the corresponding efforts using computer simula-
tion [50], it would seem that further work in this area would lead to merely incremental
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advances in the device performance. In the present contribution, we argue otherwise by
exploiting the orientation of the electric field with respect to the lattice vectors of the ar-
ray [77], i.e., DNA electrophoresis in a “tilted” post array. This previously underutilized
design parameter leads to a substantial improvement in separation resolution and time
compared to conventional hexagonal post arrays without introducing any complicated
nanofabrication methods [66,84].
Our interest in the orientation of the electric field with respect to the lattice vectors
characterizing the two dimensional, crystalline array arises from the deleterious effect
of “channeling” during DNA electrophoresis in a post array, a concept first identified in
two-dimensional Brownian dynamics simulations by Patel and Shaqfeh [97]. Figure 4.1
illustrates the basic idea behind the channeling effect. When the DNA disengages from a
collision with the post, its center-of-mass is slightly to the side of the post. If the electric
field is applied along the low porosity lattice vector (Fig. 4.1A) or the high porosity
lattice vector (Fig. 4.1C) of a hexagonal array, which are the standard approaches in
experiments, the DNA will travel through these channels at its free solution mobility
until it collides with another post. When the electric field strength is high, which is
desirable for fast separations, the DNA can spend the majority of their time inside
the channels. The mobility of the DNA in the array thus approaches the free solution
mobility, which is independent of molecular weight, and the separation is lost.
The channeling effect was explored more deeply by Mohan and Doyle [98, 99], us-
ing three-dimensional Brownian dynamics simulations, and their simulation results sug-
gested that post arrays with regularly spaced patterns, such as a hexagonal array, would
fail to separate long DNA due to the channeling effect. This conclusion was at odds
with experimental work demonstrating separations in such arrays [66], and the disagree-
ment between simulation and experiment was ultimately resolved by recognizing that
the curved field lines in electrically (and ionically) insulating post arrays break up the
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A B C
Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of an electric field applied at (A) 0◦ tilt, (B) 15◦ tilt
and (C) 30◦ tilt. The lines illustrate the direction of the applied voltage drop. Only
tilt angles between 0◦ and 30◦ need to be examined due to the symmetry of hexagonal
symmetry, and we have arbitrarily assigned the 0◦ tilt as the lattice vector corresponding
to the low porosity direction.
channeling effect to some extent [72]. The channeling effect described in simulations
only dominates when the array is so sparse that the electric field lines are hardly per-
turbed by the posts [73]. However, since transport across field lines occurs by diffusion,
the effects of channeling seem to limit separations in sparse arrays to electric fields in
the 10-20 V/cm range [74, 78, 79]. At higher electric fields, the time to diffuse onto
a “collision” field line is long compared to convection through the array [73] and the
separation fails.
Further improvement in DNA separations in post arrays thus requires a way to
remove the channeling effect. One approach to break up the channels is tilting the array,
as in Fig. 4.1B, such that the macroscopic voltage drop is no longer coincident with the
lattice vectors of the array. Brownian dynamics simulations [77] indicate that tilted
arrays should preserve the cyclic rope-over-pulley mechanism [85, 90, 140] underlying
the separation without producing the dispersive, multi-post collisions that can occur
at higher post densities. Indeed, these simulations [77] indicate that tilting the post
array increases the collision probability while leaving the hold-up time unchanged, so
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the speed difference between different sized DNA molecules increases upon tilting the
array without greatly affecting the dispersion [77]. The model used for these simulations
has been well parameterized with post array experiments and has been shown to match
single molecule experiments in normal hexagonal post arrays very well [75].
To date, Brownian dynamics simulations [77] are the only evidence supporting the
efficacy of tilted post arrays compared to their untilted counterparts. In the present
contribution, we test these simulation results by experiments in a post array with a 15◦
tilt, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1B. Our results confirm that a tilted post array results in an
improved separation when compared to the standard hexagonal post array, but we do
observe some differences between the optimistic predictions of the Brownian dynamics
simulations and our experimental results.
4.2 Materials and methods
We created the tilted post array, consisting of 1 µm diameter posts with a 3 µm center-
to-center spacing, using projection photolithography on a 4 inch silicon dioxide coated
silicon wafer. The oxide layer was grown by placing the silicon wafer in a 1000◦C furnace
(Tylan) with an oxygen and hydrogen rich environment (36% oxygen, 64% hydrogen)
for 1 hour. This resulted in a silicon dioxide layer of about 370 nm, as measured by
ellipsometry. SPR 995 CM 0.7 photoresist (Rohm & Haas) was spun on the wafer at
3000 rpm for 30 seconds then exposed on a Cannon i-line projection lithography system
(Cannon FPA 2500 i3) at 155 mJ/cm2 with a−0.2 µm focus offset. Using the photoresist
as an etch mask, the silicon dioxide was etched away using reactive ion etching (Surface
Technology Systems 320). The exposed silicon was then etched to a depth of about 4
µm, with the oxide layer serving as the etch mask, using a deep reactive ion etching
system (Plasma-Therm SLR 770). Through holes were etched for the reservoirs using
a KOH wet etch at 90◦C, using the photoresist PSB (ProTEK) as the etch mask. The
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the overall device and a scanning electron micrograph of the
15◦ tilted post array separation matrix. The letters in the reservoirs indicate the labeling
convention used later. The 4 mm long separation matrix is in the region indicated by
the dashed circle.
device was then oxidized for 4 hours at 1100◦C in an oxygen rich environment to provide
electrical insulation. Finally, the device was sealed with a borosilicate wafer using an
anodic bonding process (Karl Suss SB6) and then diced using a wafer saw (Disco),
resulting in the final working device in Fig. 4.2.
For the electrophoresis experiments the device was initially filled with ethanol for
easy wetting. After initial wetting, the device was soaked overnight in a 1% (w/v)
solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone (Sigma) in water. Finally the device was mounted
onto the chip holder and filled with a 5x TBE buffer (Sigma) at a pH of 8.1 with
0.07% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone (Sigma) and ascorbic acid (Sigma) and 3% (v/v) β-
mercaptoethanol (Sigma). The holder was then placed on an inverted microscope (Leica
DMI-4000). Platinum electrodes, inserted into each reservoir, were connected to a high
voltage power supply (Labsmith HVS-1500) to control and monitor the potentials in
the four reservoirs. Fluorescence intensity data were collected using a photomultiplier
tube (Hamamatsu H7422-04), which collected the data though a 40x objective situated
at a finish line located 4 mm from the start of the post array. The data were collected
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at a rate of 1 kHz. To test the reproducibility of the separation, the experiments were
performed over 5 separate days using two different devices; the experiments for days 1
and 2 were performed in one device (chip 1) and the experiment for days 3, 4, and 5
were performed in another device (chip 2).
The DNA used in the experiments was a mixture of λ DNA (New England Biolabs),
which is 48.5 kbp, and 20 kbp DNA (Thermo Scientific). The DNA was dyed with
YOYO-1 intercalating dye (Life Technologies) at a concentration of 1 dye molecule per
5 bp by staining for 24 hours. The dyed solution was added to the loading reservoir
(B in Fig. 4.2). A small plug of DNA was injected into the separation channel using a
standard shifted-T injection scheme [138]. If the device was to be used again the next
day, the DNA solution in reservoir B was replaced with buffer and the device and holder
were wrapped in parafilm so the reservoirs would not dry out. If the device was not
going to be used the next day, it was soaked first in 30% hydrogen peroxide to clean out
any residue and then the hydrogen peroxide solution was replaced with a 1% solution
of polyvinylpyrrolidone (Sigma) in water for storage.
4.3 Results
The natural metric for assessing the quality of the separation is the resolution [141]
R =
tλ − t20
2(σλ + σ20)
. (4.1)
where, for a finish line separation, ti is the average time for species i to cross the
finish line and σ2i is the variance of the peak of species i. The main panel of Figure
4.3 shows representative electropherograms obtained in the 15◦ tilted post array at 10
V/cm, 30 V/cm and 50 V/cm after 4 mm of separation distance. In all cases, the two
peaks are easily resolved; the resolution exceeds 0.7 at 50 V/cm in about 3 minutes,
is approximately 1 for 30 V/cm after 5 minutes, and more than 1.5 at 10 V/cm in 15
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Figure 4.3: Representative electropherograms for 10 V/cm, 30 V/cm and 50 V/cm for
20 kbp and 48.5 kbp DNA with finish line detection at 4 mm inside the array. The
peak identities are labeled only for the 30 V/cm electropherogram. The inset presents
the resolution as a function of electric field obtained over multiple devices and multiple
days.
minutes. The inset of Fig. 4.3 shows the resolution data as a function of electric field
obtained over multiple devices and multiple days for electric fields between 10 V/cm
and 50 V/cm in 10 V/cm intervals.
In addition to the separation resolution, reproducibility of the separation is also a
figure of merit. Figure 4.4 provides a scatter plot of the resolution as a function of the
time tλ for the slower moving peak to reach the detector. The plot contains the data
for all of the experiments performed in the tilted array. Interestingly, we found that the
separations performed at the higher electric fields led to more reproducible separation
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plot of the resolution and time required for the slower λ-DNA peak
to reach the detector. The data were collected over 5 days and in two different devices.
The red shows the data collected using chip 1 and the blue shows the data collected
using chip 2.
resolution and elution time.
We also performed experiments up to 80 V/cm in the devices, but we were not able
to fit the peaks for electric fields exceeding 50 V/cm. At electric fields around 130
V/cm the oxide layer suffers electrical break down [43], so our upper bound of 80 V/cm
is a conservative estimate to avoid destroying the device. While we did not observe
any measurable separation resolution above 50 V/cm, this result does not necessarily
preclude the possibility of separating DNA at these higher electric fields in a longer
device. However, the separation must eventually fail at a sufficiently high electric field
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because the hold-up time of the rope-over-pulley collision is inversely proportional to
the electric field strength, E [50,85,94]. If we denote th ∼ E−1 as the holdup time and
tc ∼ E0 as the time between collisions, the total time for a collisions-translation cycle
is tc + th. The distance traveled between collisions is x = µ0Etc, where µ0 is the free
solution mobility. This very simplified model leads to the in-array mobility µ of the
form [72]
µ
µ0
=
(
1 +
th
tc
)−1
(4.2)
Since the quantity th/tc → 0 as the electric field increases, the separation must eventu-
ally be lost at a high enough electric field.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Comparison with other post array separations
The separation resolutions and times in Fig. 4.3 compare favorably with prior results
using the same post diameter and center-to-center spacing, but the 0◦ tilt orientation
in Fig. 4.1A [74]. Explicitly, the latter experiments [74] used a 12.5 mm separation
channel to obtain a separation resolution of 1.22 after 20 minutes at 10 V/cm. Indeed,
our results compare favorably to all of the post array separations we could identify
that used a similar range of DNA to our 20 kbp and 48.5 kbp mixture. The most
closely related separations in the literature are the first experiments performed in a
magnetic bead array [78], which required 800 seconds to get a resolution of 1.0 when
separating 33.5 kbp and 48.5 kbp. Note that subsequent experiments in the magnetic
bead array system [79] improved on the overall separation quality but did not revisit
these particular molecular weights.
It is useful to consider how the tilted array compares with other strategies for re-
moving the channeling effect. One idea is to make a random arrangement of posts to
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break up the ordering due to the channels [97,98] while maintaining a pattern that can
still be produced using typical microfabrication [76]. If the array is sufficiently dilute,
then this strategy can increase the frequency of collisions compared to an ordered array
of the same density [98]. Unfortunately, once the array density increases to that used
for successful separations in micropost arrays (e.g., the post size and center-to-center
distance used in our experiments), the DNA will often engage with multiple posts in the
denser regions of the system, leading to increased band broadening [76] due to the wide
variance in holdup times for such long-lived collisions [93,142]. As a result, it is not sur-
prising that there are no experimental data available for separations in micropatterned,
disordered arrays.
A second strategy involves reducing the size of the channels between posts by moving
from micron-spaced posts to nano-spaced posts, with a somewhat less dramatic decrease
in the post diameter. Increasing the post density requires sophisticated nanopatterning
methods [66,68–70,84], which are available for prototyping and somewhat more challeng-
ing to implement for mass production. Note that this strategy cannot be extended down
to an arbitrarily small gap between the posts; as the post density increases, the transport
mechanism will switch eventually from the cyclic rope-over-pulley model [85,90,140] to
biased reptation in a tight (artificial) gel [23]. After the cross-over point, the separation
will no longer take place as the strong field in a tight gel leads to biased reptation with
orientation.
In many cases, such nanopost arrays have been used to separate quite different sizes
of DNA at very high rates. For example, the nanopost array of Chan et al. [67] obtained
a resolution of 0.8 in 121 seconds between 21 kbp DNA and 165 kbp DNA, where the
latter molecule is much larger than λ-DNA. Similarly, Yasui et al. [143] reported a
remarkable 12 second separation of λ-DNA and 1 kbp DNA in a nanopost array, but in
this case the smaller DNA contour length is only a few Kuhn lengths. The separations
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of binary mixtures of very widely different molecular weights can arise by spanning
different migration regimes [50], which makes comparing these very high quality results
to separations of narrower molecular weight regimes more challenging. Indeed, referring
back to the pioneering work on nanopost arrays [66], it seems from the relative mobility
plots (Fig. 5 of Ref. [66]) that the molecular weights we studied here would not be
effectively separated in a nanopost array.
It is also interesting to compare our results to the so-called “nanofence” array [87].
The latter device uses a lamellar configuration consisting of two offset rows of small
posts (500 nm diameter) that are closely spaced (700 nm center-to-center distance) with
a large gap (20 µm) between each of the fences. The operating principle behind the
nanofence is that the DNA is forced to collide in each fence, since the spacing between
the posts is commensurate with the radius of gyration of the DNA, but the DNA have
sufficient time to relax between subsequent collisions. The nanofence thus represents a
different way to break up the channels inside an array while preserving the rope-over-
pulley separation mechanism. Experiments show that the open region between fences
leads to more efficient collisions with the posts than in a hexagonal array [87]. Moreover,
Brownian dynamics simulations [144] indicate that lamellar configurations are superior
to (untilted) hexagonal arrays of similar post density, and the experimental data [87]
are in accord with the simulation result. For the XhoI digest, the nanofence array
achieved a resolution of 0.91 in 400 seconds for the 33.5 kbp and 48.5 kbp peaks, which
is comparable to the separation in our tilted array of the 20 kbp and 48.5 kbp DNA. The
correspondence between the separation resolution in a tilted array and the nanofence
array serves to reinforce the general principle that breaking up the channels in the
device, while maintaining good collision statistics, is the key to improving separations
in post arrays.
Finally, while separation resolution is clearly an important figure of merit, there are
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some challenges when comparing resolutions reported in different publications for differ-
ent devices. The separation resolution arises from a number of factors [141], in particular
the width of the injection band, that are independent of the separation mechanism inside
the array. For example, recent experiments [145] showed that the separation resolution
in a post array is markedly improved using sample-stacking at the inlet to sharpen
the initial band. This injection method should, in principle, also improve the separa-
tion resolution of our experiments as well. Thus, while separation resolution is clearly
the metric of choice for comparing different experiments, making an “apples-to-apples”
comparison is not always straightforward. These differences should be kept in mind
with respect to our discussion here, especially for the comparison between results from
different labs.
4.4.2 Comparison with Brownian dynamics simulations
The key simulation data [77] suggesting that tilted post arrays would lead to improved
separations were obtained using different molecular weights (λ and T4 DNA, 169 kbp)
with tilt angles at 10◦ increments from 0◦ (Fig. 4.1A) to 30◦ (Fig. 4.1C). Extensive
simulation data were obtained for the low porosity, untilted array (0◦) and a tilt angle
of 20◦ for a range of electric fields, using a large number of DNA per ensemble and long
travel distances to obtain good statistics. Two key results emerged from this study [77].
First, while the separation in the untilted array degraded as the electric field increases,
separations should still be obtained at relatively high electric fields in the tilted array.
This prediction is already realized in the experimental data in Fig. 4.3, where we observe
separations in the tilted array up to 50 V/cm while untilted arrays usually lose resolution
in the 10-20 V/cm range [74, 78, 79]. Second, the time to achieve a resolution R = 1
in a tilted array should decrease almost exponentially as a function of the electric field,
albeit with a relatively small prefactor. This particular mode of analysis, namely fixing
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the desired separation resolution and then computing the required time/length for the
separation, allows us to remove artifacts due to the finite length of the device; the
separation is usually faster but lower resolution as the electric field increases for a device
of fixed length, which is what we saw in Fig. 4.3. The idea behind rescaling to a fixed
resolution is to evaluate the most important figure of merit (time for the separation) in
the context of the constraints imposed by fabrication (the length of the device).
We should also note that the simulation prediction of superior performance in a tilted
array [77] motivated us to use a smaller molecular weight difference in our experiments
than the simulations, which provides a stringent test of the device performance, while
at the same time avoiding some of the challenges of loading very large DNA without
breakage [146] (and thus band broadening due to small differences in molecular weight
in the sheared DNA). While we have easily separated the 20 kbp and 48.5 kbp molec-
ular weights over a range of electric fields, the particular dependence of the separation
performance as a function of field is not readily apparent from the data presented thus
far.
In order to test this second prediction from the Brownian dynamics simulations, we
need to first recognize that the simulation data correspond to trajectories of individ-
ual molecules, and the resolution is thus obtained in the “snapshot” mode at a fixed
time using the average velocity and effective diffusion coefficients obtained from these
trajectories. In order to compare our finish line resolution data in a 4 mm device to
the snapshot data obtained from the simulations as a function of time we need to make
two assumptions. For a snapshot detection [4, 141], the separation resolution can be
expressed in the alternate form
R =
∆µ
〈µ〉
√
N
16
(4.3)
where ∆µ is the difference between the mobility of the two species, 〈µ〉 is the average
of their mobilities, and N is the number of theoretical plates. Since the number of
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Figure 4.5: Estimates for the time (A) and array length (B) needed to reach a resolution
R = 1. The projections to R = 1 were made for each data point in Fig. 4.3 and the
error bars correspond to the standard deviation of this population of estimates. The
sub-bars in (A) are estimates that do not include the contribution to the variance due to
the injection, corresponding more closely with the simulation methodology. The error
bars are excluded from these second estimates for clarity, but they are similar to the
error bars for the dark bars.
plates is linear in the length L of the device, we have R ∼ √L. Moreover, we also know
that the elution time is proportional to the size of the device, t ∼ L. As a result, we
can rescale our data in Fig. 4.4 to estimate both the device size and the corresponding
time required to reach R = 1 if we assume that the snapshot and finish line detection
are equivalent. While these scaling relationships are only rigorously true for snapshot
detection, they are a reasonable approximation for finish line detection, especially when
the residence time in the detector is small [4, 141].
With the latter assumptions in mind, let us now consider the time and device size
estimates for achieving a unit resolution in Fig. 4.5. The magnitudes of these quantities
for our experiments are larger than the typical simulation values [77] of t ≈ 60 seconds
and L ≈ 1 mm. The quantitative disagreement is entirely expected; the simulations
correspond to an easier separation (molecular weight ratio of 4 versus a ratio of 2 in
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the experiments) and a “perfect” separation apparatus with delta function injection
and zero detector width. Nevertheless, it is satisfying to see that simulations predict
the correct order of magnitude for t and L in the experiments, even if the systems are
somewhat different. This concordance further underscores the quality of the simulation
model, as evidenced in previous work [75].
While we expect that the device should continue to reach unity resolution at a
reasonable length even up to 50 V/cm, we did not observe the exponential decay in the
required time as a function of electric field that was seen in simulations [77]. Rather, to
within the experimental error, the time required to reach R = 1 should be approximately
300 seconds. This is clearly much improved over the untilted post array, which requires
around 10 to 15 minutes to reach the same resolution for this range of molecular weights
[74].
We might suspect that the deviation between the simulation predictions and our
experiments may be attributed, at least in part, to the methodology used in the cal-
culations. Explicitly, the resolution calculations from the simulation only consider the
transport inside the array, neglecting contributions due to injection, the finite width of
the detector, and other experimentally relevant factors [141]. In our analysis, we assume
that the resolution from our experiment simply scales up like t1/2 to the longer array,
which includes the initial peak width due to the injection. As a result, we are likely
underestimating the performance of a rescaled device when the residence time is small,
i.e., for the larger electric fields.
To provide a somewhat more realistic comparison with the simulations, let us denote
by σ2e the variance at the end of the finish line experiment for a given electric field,
converted from the time domain to the space domain using the mean velocity [4]. It is
common practice to assume that the variances are additive [141], so
σ2e = σ
2
d + σ
2
i (4.4)
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where σ2d = 2D
∗t is the contribution due to the effective diffusivity of strength D∗ at the
time t of the elution of the peak and σ2i is the band width caused by the finite injection,
which we measured in each experiment directly before the DNA entered the array. We
can then can use Eq. (4.4) to estimate the effective diffusion coefficient, D∗. We can
then estimate the variance of the scaled-up system as
σ2s = 2D
∗ts + σ2i (4.5)
where ts is the time required to reach a resolution R = 1 for the scaled-up channel length.
Note that σ2i , the contribution due to injection, and D
∗, the rate of band broadening
due to transport inside the array, are unchanged by increasing the channel length.
The light-blue bars in Fig. 4.5A show the result of this slightly more realistic anal-
ysis. The decrease in separation time as a function of electric field is somewhat more
pronounced that our original analysis (dark-blue bars in Fig. 4.5A), but the effect due
to injection is not substantial. This is not unexpected. Tight injection bands, along
with dissipation of Joule heat, were the major driving force behind microfluidic elec-
trophoresis systems in the first place [147]. As a a result, we conclude that the time
to reach a resolution of R = 1 is indeed independent of electric field, at least to within
experimental error.
There are other possible reasons for the disagreement between simulations and exper-
iments. For example, the simulation results correspond to single molecule trajectories,
which are used to extract a mean velocity and effective diffusion coefficient for the en-
semble, whereas the experiments can involve complicated interactions between the DNA
molecules since the suspension is not infinitely dilute. There are also interactions due
to roughness of the walls and the posts, as well as electroosmotic flow in the channel,
that are not included in the simulation model. The impact of these effects on the band
broadening would be larger at higher electric fields [148], which could be keeping the
time to reach R = 1 from decreasing as the electric field is increased.
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Although the time to reach resolution of unity is about the same for all electric
fields, we saw in Fig. 4.4 that running the device at higher electric fields does seem
to increase the reproducibility of the separation. However, larger electric fields require
longer separation channels to reach high resolution in the tilted post array. For inte-
grated lab-on-a-chip devices with many operations, space is at a premium. Wafers can
be up to 300 mm, but that needs to be for the entire device and machines to process
300 mm wafers are not readily available outside semiconductor manufacture facilities.
A more standard wafer size for academic research is 100 mm. Even if the device only
performs the separation, as opposed to some integrated lab-on-a-chip functionality, we
have found that 25 mm is roughly the upper limit for the separation channel since we
need to (i) keep the reservoir spacing far enough for pipetting (and avoiding electrical
short circuits) and (ii) have the entire pattern far enough away from the edge of the
wafer to get sharp walls during photolithography. One option for increasing the channel
length is to use serpentine channels [149,150], thereby keeping the pattern far from the
walls while increasing the length of the channel. We suspect that the increase in band
broadening in serpentine channels is not worth the increased length they provide. Thus,
one must consider these opposing effects for increasing the electric field when designing
a separation device using the tilted post array.
4.4.3 Comparison with other tilted systems
Our tilted array strategy, which relies on periodic collisions with the posts and strong
deformation of the DNA, differs qualitatively from related work using driving forces at an
angle with respect to the lattice vectors of a periodic array. Two notable examples from
previous work from the Austin group at Princeton include pulsed field electrophoresis
in post arrays [34] and the DNA prism [103], both of which involved alternating electric
fields between 0◦ and 135◦ to effect either a separation by the switchback mechanism
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[34, 151] or a continuous separation [103]. In both cases, the DNA remain in a highly
extended state, stretched between the posts, rather than recoiling and then extending
again in a DNA-post collision.
Our tilted array strategy also differs from tilted Brownian ratchets [106,112,115,116].
Although the latter devices apply a continuous field at an angle with respect to the
lattice vectors of the array, the obstacles in the device are larger than the radius of
gyration of the DNA. As a result, DNA in the tilted Brownian ratchet leads to no
deformation of the DNA and a qualitatively different separation mechanism.
The deformation of the DNA also makes DNA electrophoresis in a tilted array
qualitatively different than separations of colloidal particles [152] and cells [153] in tilted
post arrays. In the latter cases, the analytes tend to move at an angle with respect to
the driving force, a method known as deterministic lateral displacement [117]. Since
the DNA loses memory of its previous transport upon collision with a post [75], it is
not deflected by the post and thus does not exhibit deterministic lateral displacement.
Rather, the separation proceeds in a manner similar to the separation in a conventional
post array, with the DNA all moving in the direction of the applied voltage drop.
4.5 Conclusion
We presented results for the separation of 20 kbp DNA and λ DNA in a 4 mm long
separation channel using a 15◦ tilted post array. We were able to achieve measurable
separation resolutions in this system for electric fields up to 50 V/cm. This compares
favorably with untilted post arrays, which require separation lengths that are typically
15 mm or larger and lose the separation around 20 V/cm [74, 78, 79]. However we did
not see the exponential decrease in the time required to achieve a resolution of unity as
predicted by simulations [77]. Rather, with some reasonable assumptions, we estimate
that the separation time will be independent of the electric field strength. We also
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observed that the DNA separation is more reproducible at higher fields, which could be
useful in designing a device to achieve a desired separation.
The prototype tilted post arrays we studied here are promising, and there are two
obvious routes for improving the separation resolution. First, we suspect that the
resolution would increase if we maintained the same post density but used smaller
posts. Ou et al. previously showed that thinner posts work very well in improving
separations in an untilted array [74], and there is no reason to expect that the case will
be different for an untilted array. Second, improved injection schemes such as sample
stacking [145] could reduce the width of the injection band and thus further increase the
resolution. By implementing these improvements into the tilted post array, it may be
possible to achieve rapid base line separations that could be very useful in an integrated
lab-on-a-chip device.
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Chapter 5
Towards a PnP Separation Device
The goal of this project was to create a continuous separation device, specifically the
DNA prism [103], using a new technique called proximity field nano-patterning (PnP)
[154–156] for the separation matrix. PnP allows for the creation of a large defect free
regular array of three dimensional features. It also has a low consumable cost as the
entire device is made in negative photoresist. The initial proof of concept goal was to
create a batch separation device to show the PnP features would separate DNA. The
channel and separation matrix was to be made in SU-8, an epoxy-based photoresist that
cross-links when exposed to UV light. The channel geometry was a shifted-T [138], a
standard shape used for batch separations, with a 100 µm offset. The entire device was
designed to be the size of a standard microscope slide, 1 in. by 3 in. We have tried
several different channel geometries, but in most recent design the channel is about
100 µm wide and about 10 µm deep. I was working on this project for the majority
of my time here. Ultimately we were unable to achieve a separation in the batch
separation device. What follows is a record of the motivation, methods attempted, and
the unresolved issues encountered during the project.
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5.1 Introduction
Many groups are investigating microfabricated devices for DNA separation due to the
advantages the devices provide over the currently used technology. Microfabricated
devices require less buffer, can be used to separate longer DNA fragments faster, are
easily integrated into larger lab-on-a-chip devices, and provide well-defined separation
structures. Further, they are more reproducible than gels and they lend themselves to
separation mechanism studies [34, 42, 52, 65, 72, 157–162]. While prior work has lead to
great improvements in separation times, most of the devices only separate long DNA.
Also, very few of these devices have been commercialized and those that have can be
very expensive, large initial investment for the machine and around $200 per disposable
chip. This leaves the routine separation of smaller DNA fragments to the old technol-
ogy, agarose gels. Another issue limiting the use of microfabricated devices for routine
separations is that most microfabricated devices made are essentially two-dimensional.
The fabrication of deep post arrays is difficult because of the large aspect ratios needed
to create the deep and narrow posts. Two-dimensional devices are good for mechanism
studies since all the DNA molecules remain in the focal plane of the high magnifica-
tion objectives used for observing DNA molecules. However, for routine separations,
the higher throughput of a three-dimensional device would be more effective. Work
has been done to make three-dimensional separation devices using colloidal self assem-
bly [107, 120, 163–165] and these devices have been shown to separate DNA, but they
have a large density of defects and cracks that could effect the separation efficiency and
reproducibility.
PnP can create three-dimensional features over a large area with little to no de-
fects [156]. Also, after the initial investments of a phase mask and a light source, the
fabrication is cheap and lends itself to producing disposable separation devices. PnP
was developed and initially used as a microfluidic mixer [154, 166]. The microfluidic
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Figure 5.1: a) and b) An SEM image of the PnP created pattern taken from ref-
erence [156] for a phase mask with 375 nm diameter posts, 566 nm pitch, and 420
nm post height. a) A side view of the features showing the three-dimensional na-
ture of the features. b) A top view of the features with the theoretically pre-
dicted shape inset in blue. c) An SEM image of a dried agarose gel. Image
taken from the National Physical Laboratory website http://www.npl.co.uk/advanced-
materials/materials-areas/biomaterials/characterisation-of-tissue-scaffold.
mixer requires a much smaller matrix array than a separation, which will be a chal-
lenge to overcome. PnP creates a regular three-dimensional structure that has pore
sizes comparable to the pore sizes found in agarose gels, as seen in Fig. 5.1 c. PnP
works by shining light through an elastomeric phase mask. The phase mask is a series
of cylindrical posts that form conformal contact with the SU-8 and change the light’s
phase as the light passes through it, creating a complex diffraction pattern, shown in
Fig. 5.2. This diffraction pattern produces a repeating self-imaging effect of the phase
mask in the SU-8, known as the Talbot effect, where the periodic surface feature appears
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Figure 5.2: a) Calculated fringe pattern from a periodic aperture. The black dots
represent complete destructive interference and the yellow dots represent constructive
interference. The self-image occurs when n is even and the reverse image occurs when
n is odd, where n is a lumped parameter that depends on the properties of the light
and the phase mask. Taken from reference [168]. b) A schematic of the phase mask
and how the light interacts with it. The array of rectangles represents the phase mask
in contact with the SU-8, image not to scale.
at regular known distances from the surface on which the light initially shines. These
distances depend on the properties of the light and the phase mask [167,168]. Since the
SU-8 begins to cross-link when exposed to 60 mJ/cm2 of 350 nm to 360 nm light, we
get features where the light constructively interferes and we get the three-dimensional
feature seen in Fig. 5.1 a and b.
PnP has the advantages of being able to create complex three-dimensional structures
reproducibly with a low defect density and should be able to create an entire separation
device with a low consumables cost. The only consumables needed are glass, SU-8,
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and PDMS. A simple cost estimate finds that these components cost about $1 for each
device, which is about the same cost to manufacture a gel, but PnP should increase
the reproducibility, increase the speed, and reduce the amount of reagent required for
each separation. These components are much cheaper when compared to what was
needed for the original design for a microfabricated separation device [65], which was an
array of silicon dioxide posts on silicon and required expensive fabrication techniques
for every device. The economy of scale may lower the cost compared to prototype, but
we still believe it would be more expensive than the component cost of our proposed
device. A newer type of device uses PDMS to replicate a microfabricated array of
posts [52], allowing several chips to be made from a single microfabricated feature, but
PDMS has the undesired property of being permeable to water. Also, simple molding
techniques can only create two-dimensional features. Using PnP to create the separation
matrix allows for a reproducible three-dimensional structure and moves away from using
PDMS as a separation matrix material, while keeping the consumable cost of each device
relatively low.
5.2 Creating the PnP Features
The first step in creating the separation device was to create the PnP features for
ourselves, seen in Fig. 5.1. We had to create a master mold, then the phase mask,
and finally pattern the features in SU-8. We decided that the features created using
a phase mask with 375 nm diameter posts, 566 nm spacing, and 420 nm post height,
from ref. [156], seemed to have the pore sizes we desired. With the facilities available
at that time, electron beam (e-beam) lithography (Raith 150) was the only tool that
was capable of creating features that small. The desired pattern was a series of holes in
the silicon. To create that using an electron beam tool one designates the location of
several dots with the desired spacing and changes the dwell time of the electron beam
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Figure 5.3: (A) The shows the master mold patterned using e-beam lithography and
etched into silicon. (B) The shows the features replicated using the h-PDMS/PDMS
composite phase mask. The phase mask is blurry because it is a nonconductive material;
it is difficult to obtain sharp images of non-conductive material using SEM. The feature
sizes are about 400 nm in diameter, with a center to center spacing and 566 nm and a
depth of about 420 nm.
to determine the size of the circle. The longer the dwell time the larger the dot. The
dwell time is internally calculated using the set beam energy and the desired exposure
dose. Initial work done using the e-beam tool was to perform dose tests to determine the
dose that would give the best circles that were close to the size we desired. Eventually,
using an acceleration voltage of 20 KeV, a 20 µm aperture, and a beam dose of 0.3
pAs, we were able to get circles in poly(methyl methacrylate) in anisole (PMMA A4)
photoresist that were about 400 nm in diameter and 566 nm center to center spacing,
shown in Fig. 5.3A. The entire array was a square about 200 µm long on each side. We
then etched the circles into holes about 420 nm deep using reactive ion etching (Surface
Technology Systems 320).
Once we had the master we needed to create the phase mask using PDMS replication.
Features this size are difficult to replicate using normal PDMS, but there is a similar
substance called hard PDMS (h-PDMS) that works well for these geometries [169].
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We found that using 1 ml (25-35% methylhydrosiloxane) - dimethylsiloxane copoly-
mer (Gelest) and 3.4 ml (7.0-8.0% vinylmethylsiloxane) - dimethylsiloxane copolymer
(Gelest), with 200 µl 2,4,6,8-tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane (Sigma) to mod-
ulate the surface and 18 µl platinum- divinyltetramethyldisiloxane complex in xylene
(Gelest) as a catalyst, worked well to replicate the features. H-PDMS is very brittle
after it has cured and very difficult to peel away from the features without breaking.
By adding normal PDMS on top of the h-PDMS after it has partially cured and baking
it all together results in a mask that is flexible and easy to handle while still replicating
the small features [154]. To achieve this we spun the h-PDMS onto the master at 1000
rpm for 1 min, then spun at 500 rpm for 30 mins. This resulted in a very smooth thin
partially cross-linked h-PDMS layer. PMDS was then added on top of this and was
placed in an oven at 65-75◦C, typically overnight. We found that the temperature was
not important, so we allowed other users to change the temperature of the oven if they
needed. After the phase mask had cured we took it out of the oven and carefully peeled
the phase mask off of the features given the final working mask, shown in Fig. 5.3B.
We had created a phase mask, so it was time to create the PnP features. Our first
attempt to create features used a contact aligner (Karl Suss) in flood exposure mode
with the phase mask placed on top of the SU-8. The procedure was as follows:
1. Spin SU-8 2010 (Microchem) at 3500 rpm for 30 sec.
2. Soft bake at 95◦C for 3 minutes.
3. Expose the SU-8 with 355 nm light.
4. Post exposure bake at 95◦C for 4 minutes.
5. Develop in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PM acetate) for 30 min-
utes.
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Using the manufacturer-recommended exposure energy, we initially tried a 13.8 s expo-
sure, shown in Fig. 5.4A. The result was a series of bumps; the features were overexposed.
We systematically lowered the exposure time and found that the lower the exposure the
better the features looked, but we could still not get the features we desired. For exam-
ple, the 3 second exposure is shown in Fig. 5.4B. We decided we needed a better quality
light source than a UV lamp. We purchased a 355 nm laser (Teem Photonics) and, by
using a hand-driven stage, we were able to pattern the PnP features in SU-8, shown in
Fig. 5.4C.
We also found that the SU-8 would sometimes delaminate during the developing
step. After consulting members of the group and staff at the university cleanroom we
developed a new procedure that helped alleviate the delamination issues:
1. Spin SU-8 2002, a thinner formulation of SU-8, at 500 rpm for 30 seconds, then
at 3500 rpm for 60 seconds.
2. Soft bake at 65◦C for 2 minutes then at 95◦C for 5 minutes.
3. Flood expose until fully cured, 30 seconds is usually enough but longer is not bad.
4. Hard bake at 200◦C for 5 minutes.
5. Let this cool to room temperature.
6. Spin SU-8 2010 at 500 rpm for 30 seconds then at 3500 rpm for 60 seconds.
7. Soft bake at 65◦C for 10 minutes followed by 95◦C for 15 minutes.
8. Expose the SU-8 with the phase mask.
9. Post exposure bake for 7 minutes at 75◦C.
10. Develop in PM acetate for 2-24 hours.
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Figure 5.4: (A) The first attempt at creating the PnP features using a contact aligner
with a 13.8 second exposure. It is basically a solid block of of SU-8 with dots. (B)
After systematically reducing the exposure time, these are the best features using the
contact aligner. There is evidence the pattern is 3-dimensional, but this is only true in
the corner. (C) The desired features. These were the result of using a 355 nm laser at
a fixed position and a hand turned translation stage to drive the chip through the laser
spot. The stage is moved at its maximum velocity but this does not permit an accurate
measurement of the exposure time. The defect in the center is debris.
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11. Rinse the chip with isopropyl alcohol after developing.
12. Dry with filtered air.
With the exception of the post exposure bake parameters and the develop times, this is
the procedure used throughout the remainder of this chaper. We had created a robust
protocol for creating PnP features in SU-8, although replicating the exact features with
a hand driven translation stage was difficult. We next needed to integrate these features
into a separation channel.
5.3 The Integrated Separation Device
We had managed to create the PnP features in SU-8. It was a big step, but this was
just reproducing the work performed by others [154–156]. We needed to integrate the
features into a separation device and show that these features do in fact separate DNA.
The first challenge would be to make a large array of features; 200 µm was not long
enough for a DNA separation device. We would then have to seal the device and fill
it with a buffer solution and load in DNA. Finally, we would have to apply an electric
field to the device and separate the DNA.
5.3.1 Large array of features
The master made using e-beam lithography was 200 µm long. This was not going to
be enough to separate DNA. We needed at least 2 mm, ten times what we had, and
even that was short. Our first idea was to keep using the e-beam tool. The master was
200 µm long because that was the largest write field the e-beam tool was capable of,
while still getting features as small as we wanted. There was a routine in the machine
for stitching several write fields together and it was quoted to have a very accurate
stage, which should translate into accurate stitching. However, we found there to be
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Figure 5.5: (A) The master mold when attempting to stitch several write fields together
to make a larger array. This shows the stitching error of the e-beam. (B) The resulting
PnP features due to the stitching error. This could possibly be a clog in the channel,
which is unacceptable for a separation channel.
significant stitching error when trying to stitch 5 write fields together into a 1 mm long
array. This is shown in Fig. 5.5A. We also found this stitching error resulted in a block
when creating the pattern in SU-8, shown in Fig. 5.5B. We are not sure this went all the
way through the array, but another tool had recently been installed in the cleanroom
that seemed to be a better solution to the problem of creating a larger array.
A projection lithography system (Canon FPA 2500 i3) was added to the cleanroom.
Projection lithography uses a series of lenses to shrink a pattern on an amplitude mask
down. For the system we used, there is a 5× reduction and it is specified to make features
down to 400 nm. It also allows for a square pattern as large as 20 mm, although practical
limitations puts it usually under 10 mm for our array of circles. The features we wanted
to make were slightly smaller than machine specifications, but we decided to attempt
the pattern anyways. It quickly became clear this would not work, shown in Fig. 5.6A
and B, and we decided to redesign the size of the master. Our next design, which had
been shown to give PnP features [156], had a circle diameter of 570 nm with a 1140 nm
center to center spacing and a depth of 420 nm. Also, the entire array was a square
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that was about 6.5 mm. We were quickly able to create these patterns in photoresist
with the following procedure:
1. Prebake a clean wafer at 115◦C for 1 minute.
2. Expose the wafer to hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) for 2 minutes to promote ad-
hesion of the photoresist.
3. Spin coat the wafer with SPR 995 CM 0.7 at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds.
4. Clean off the backside of the wafer.
5. Soft bake the wafer for 60 seconds at 105◦C.
6. Expose using projection lithography, with an intensity of 165 mJ/cm2 and a -0.2
µm offset.
7. Post exposure bake the wafer at 115◦C for 90 seconds, let cool to room tempera-
ture.
8. Develop in CD-26 for 30 seconds.
While we were easily able to pattern the photoresist, etching the pattern into the
silicon presented an unexpected challenge. With the e-beam feature a silicon etch using
the reactive ion etching system worked well to etch the pattern into the silicon. Following
the same procedure with the projection lithography features resulted in very rough side
walls of the holes, shown in Fig. 5.6C. This made replicating into h-PDMS impossible;
the h-PDMS would not release and get stuck in the holes. This is most likely due
to the holes being larger and the side wall more easily bombarded with the plasma
particles, resulting in the rough walls. We found that using a deep reactive ion etch
system (Plasma-Therm SLR 770), which uses a passivating agent to protect the side
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Figure 5.6: (A) and (B) The attempt to make a master mold with 375 nm circles and
566 nm center to center spacing. (A) The edges of the die, where the holes where not
exposed properly. (B) The area where the circles where exposed fully still resulted in
uneven circle sizes. (C) The master mold with 570 nm circles and 1140 nm center to
center spacing. Notice the circles are more consistent. This was etched using reactive
ion etching giving rough side walls. This would not allow the h-PDMS to release during
replication. (D) The working master mold. This was etched using a continuous etch in a
deep reactive ion etching system, which passivates the side wall, giving much smoother
side walls.
walls, gave a very smooth etch that was able to be readily replicated using our h-PDMS
composite mask, Fig. 5.6D.
We now had a large mask and had a procedure to pattern the features in SU-8.
Next we needed to put the features into a separation channel. In order to do this we
needed a method for aligning the laser spot and to accurately control the time the spot
is on the SU-8, the exposure time. To this end, we built a laser exposure system that
had an aperture to set the beam size, a computer controlled translation stage, and a
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Figure 5.7: Ability to tune the pore size of the PnP features through the exposure time.
All of these images were created with the same size photo mask. At long exposure time
one get small pores, to a point where there are no pores. At very short exposure times
the pores get very large and structures begin to collapse, giving a more random array
of features. The actual exposure time, in our case the exposure speed, can vary largely
for different phase masks.
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computer controlled shutter. Using a custom Labview program, this system allowed us
to set a beam size and use the speed of the stage to set the exposure time. The shutter
allowed us to shut off the beam when it reached the edge of the mask as to not clog the
channel around the features. Using this setup we were able to integrate the features into
a separation channel. The procedure is very similar to just patterning the feature into
bulk SU-8. The differences are, first, the channel is patterned using a contact aligner
and amplitude mask. This is then baked at 95◦C for 4 mins. This gives a “shadow”
of the channel and allows for easy alignment. The SU-8 is then exposed with the laser
through the phase mask, which is then baked and developed as described above. While
testing different exposure speeds for integration, we also saw that the pore sizes are
tunable with exposure time, as shown in Fig. 5.7. This effect was seen consistently, but
the exposure speeds would widely vary between different phase masks.
We now had PnP features integrated into a separation channel. All that was left to
do was to seal, wet, and run the device. However, this is where everything started to
go wrong.
5.3.2 Sealing and wetting
While we were working to create the larger features and integrating them into the
separation channel, we were also testing different sealing and wetting methods using an
empty SU-8 device. Our initial method was to treat both the SU-8 channel and a flat
slab of PDMS with an air plasma (Harrick Plasma), followed by heating the device at
70◦C for 10 minutes. This method was used by another group to seal a PnP device
used to make a microfluidic mixer [154]. We then filled the channel with 2.2x TBE
buffer and attempted to put DNA into the device and inject it into the empty channel.
We found that, while the device seemed to seal well, the DNA would leak out of the
channel during the loading and injection. This leaking was unacceptable so we tried a
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new sealing method.
Next we attempted using a compound called Norland’s Optical Adhesive (NOA-81)
from Norland products. This has been shown to be able to seal devices by partially
cross-linking the NOA-81 and using it as an adhesive to seal glass to a channel [170].
The procedure is to spin the NOA-81 onto a glass slide or coverslip, then cover it with
PDMS. Expose the NOA-81 through the PDMS using UV light. The oxygen permeance
of the PDMS does not allow it to fully cross-link, leaving the NOA-81 sticky on that side.
Finally one then sticks this to the channel to be sealed and exposes again to complete
the seal. While we found this procedure to work, it required very careful hands and
often the seal would fail due to dust, air bubbles, or mishandling. We also found that
once the device was sealed we were unable to wet the channel. Between the difficultly
of the procedure and the device not wetting well, we decided to try a new method.
The next two sealing methods were quickly abandoned. The first method was to
funtionalize the PDMS with amine groups, which would react with the non-cross-
linked epoxy groups in the SU-8 when heated [171]. By evaporating a 0.5 % (v/v)
3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane in toluene onto the PDMS, the PDMS is functionalized
with the silane groups sticking to the PDMS and the amine groups sticking out. This is
then placed onto the SU-8 and heated at 80◦C for 30 mins to create a very strong bond.
However, we were unable to wet the device after it was sealed. The second method was
to seal with SU-8, creating an all SU-8 device. By only partially soft baking the SU-8 it
remains sticky. Tuomikoski and Franssila were able to create a seal by applying pressure
on a hot plate [172]. We were unable to replicate this result and were also doubtful we
would be able to wet the device, as we had previous problems with the wettability of
SU-8.
Finally, we found a sealing method that seemed to solve all the problems we were
encountering. It was simple, reproducible (although it did leak a little sometimes), and
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led to spontaneous wetting of the channel. Treating the SU-8 with sulfuric acid caused
the SU-8 to become more hydrophilic [173]. This effect may have seemed subtle, but it
allowed for air plasma treated PDMS to seal to the SU-8 and it allowed for spontaneous
wetting of the channel. This was even true once the features had been integrated into
the device. The procedure was to soak the SU-8 channel in 1.0 M sulfuric acid for 5 mins
at room temperature. We found that higher concentration sulfuric acid reacted with
the SU-8, turning it brown. Longer times delaminated the SU-8 from the glass slide.
Higher temperature caused the delamination to happen faster. It was reported that
higher temperature and longer time results in the SU-8 being more hydrophilic [173],
but we found that it destroyed the device. The SU-8 channel was then rinsed and
bonded to an air plasma treated slab of PDMS. This was put into an oven at 75◦C for
5 minutes. We found that any longer in the oven and device would not spontaneously
wet and the seal was not strong enough for pumping. With this new sealing method it
seemed we had completed our objective of creating a PnP separation device. However,
as we started running DNA through the device we noticed something was wrong.
5.3.3 The gap
Thinking we had created a PnP DNA separation device, we began to attempt sepa-
rations in these devices. However, the DNA would not separate. The DNA actually
traveled faster in the separation array than in the empty channel, shown in Fig. 5.8. As
the pores sizes in the PnP features were a similar size to agarose gels, we would expect
either Ogston sieving or biased reputation like movement through the array depending
on the size of the DNA. Both of these would result in the DNA being slowed down by
the array, which is not what we observed. Our hypothesis was that there was a gap
between the top of the array and the PDMS roof. This is not an uncommon problem
when integrating delicate holographic features in a microfluidic channel [166, 173, 174],
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Figure 5.8: Plot of the center-of-mass postiion of a DNA plug as a function of time in
the device. The faster velocities occur from 0.6 cm to 1.1 cm and again from 1.5 cm to
2.0 cm. These two locations correspond to the PnP arrays.
but we had partially taken this into account by, first, lowering the post exposure bake
temp from 95◦C to 75◦C and, second, using a large channel allowing the PDMS to bow
into the channel covering any remaining gap. However, this was not sufficient as we
found the height of the array to be 3 µm lower than the side wall, which we measured
by profilometer. This gap was too large.
The first thing we changed was the rinsing procedure after developing. We first
tried super critical drying, a common procedure to reduce collapse of delicate structures,
which we thought may be a part of the issue. We found there to be a small improvement,
but not significant compared to extra effort required. We then attempted rinsing with
isopropyl alcohol followed by rinsing with ethanol, then drying with filtered air. We
found this gave a very similar result to super critical drying, but this still only reduced
the gap to about 2 to 2.5 µm, which was still too large.
We next turned our efforts to the post exposure bake, knowing that elevated temper-
atures does cause the SU-8 to shrink. However, we found that changing the temperature
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of the second post exposure bake, the one after exposing the features with the laser,
did not change the size of the gap. We then lowered the temperature of the first post
exposure bake, the one after defining the channel structure, and found the gap to be
reduced. Carefully examining our procedure, we decided to eliminate the first post ex-
posure bake and lower the temperature of the second post exposure bake. After many
experiments, we determined a single post exposure bake at 65◦C in a glass pertri dish
wrapped in aluminum foil in an oven for 23 minutes gave the best results. As a note
of caution, lowering the temperature of the post exposure bake too much, or baking for
too short of time, results in partially cross-linked SU-8. This has a white color and can
leak. The new procedure for integrating the features into the channel was to expose the
channel using a contact aligner and then immediately expose the chip using the laser.
Then a post exposure bake at 65◦C for 23 minutes and developed for 4 minutes in PM
acetate with agitation. We found the long developing times were not necessary with
agitation. Finally the device was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and then ethanol and
dried with filtered air. This procedure resulted in a gap that was usually less than 500
nm, which is small enough that the bow from the PDMS covers it up. The resulting
features are shown in Fig. 5.9.
We had eliminated the gap. The devices were slower to wet, which we took to be
confirmation that the gap was gone in the assembled device. We attempted to separate
DNA once again. We found that usually the DNA would not respond as expected to
the electric fields, either traveling in the incorrect directions or moving at a different
speed than expected. When this was not the case the DNA would not travel as a plug
down the empty part of the channel. It usually traveled faster along one wall, causing
the plug to tilt. The wall it traveled faster down was not consistent. The plug would
also slow down significantly right before the array and then stop either right before the
array or right after entering the array. We were unable to explain these observations
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Figure 5.9: (A) Cross section of the PnP feature at the side wall. There is a smooth
transition to the PnP features and no noticeable drop in the height. The blocked areas
are due to breaking the chip to image the cross section. (B) Cross section in the center
of the features showing the pore size is consistent through the entire depth of the device.
and nothing about the behavior was consistent enough to pinpoint a specific problem.
We decided to do one last thing to try to treat the SU-8 so that the properties would
be more familiar to us.
5.3.4 Atomic layer deposition
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a method to coat a substrate one atomic layer at a
time, typically with a metal oxide. This means it will get into the small pores of the
feature that other deposition techniques would just coat over. We decided to coat the
SU-8 in a layer of silicon dioxide. This is the material used for silicon devices, although
that is thermally grown silicon dioxide it is still has the same properties. Our group is
much more familiar with the properties of silicon dioxide under the conditions we are
running the device, 5x TBE buffer and applied electric fields. This previous experience
with the material would make troubleshooting easier.
However, ALD is a high temperature process. Most recipes call for temperatures
exceeding 200◦C. With the help of the staff at the university clean room we were able
to develop a recipe to deposit silicon dioxide at 150◦C, but this still caused the features
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to shrink again and the gap returned. We then found a method to thermally stabilize
the SU-8, which was reported to allow for temperatures up to 200◦C with no effect on
the delicate features [174]. The procedure we found to work best was to soak the PnP
features in 5% (v/v) N,N’-bis(3-aminopropyl)ethyl-enediamine (BAPEN) in PM acetate
for 10 minutes. The BAPEN started to precipitate on the chip leaving globs behind,
which made sealing impossible, it can also cause the SU-8 to swell. Soaking the device
in isopropyl alcohol for 5 mins seemed to alleviate both those problems. The chip was
then rinsed in isopropyl alcohol followed by ethanol and dried with filtered air. This
stabilized the devices up to 200◦C, as tested in a furnace. This allowed us to perform
the ALD without damaging the device. One interesting observation we had, although
sporadic and rare, was that sometimes the gap would get smaller. If the array was 500
nm lower than the side wall initially, after the ALD the array would be the same height
as the side walls or even taller. We were not able to achieve this consistently or often
and we attribute this to the BAPEN swelling the SU-8 during the treatment.
The sealing method once the chip was coated was simple. Air plasma treat both the
chip and the flat PDMS for 5 minutes, stick them to together, and wet. This created
a seal that was usually strong enough to perform the separation experiments, although
it did leak sometimes. With this device we were able to get DNA to travel through the
array, but we still did not see separation. A representative electropherogram is shown
in Fig. 5.10. However, the electric fields moved the DNA as expected and we were
able to achieve good injections into the device. This definitely seemed to be the right
direction, but the device was still not separating. Even when using two vastly different
sized species, 709 bp and 48500 bp, there was no obvious separation. Also the device
would stop working after 2-3 injections. So there were still problems to be worked out,
sadly we ran out of time and could not fix those issues.
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Figure 5.10: Electropherograms from an attempted PnP separation. The DNA used
was 709 bp and λ (48500 bp) dyed with TOTO-1 with a 5 to 1 base pair to dye ratio.
The experiment was performed at 10 V/cm in a ALD treated PnP separation matrix.
The buffer was 5x TBE buffer with 0.07% (w/v) ascorbic acid and polyvinylpyrrolidone
and 3% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol (all from Sigma). A) Both DNA before they enter
the separation array, which can be seen by the intensity plateau from 3mm to 8 mm.
B) The DNA species after exiting the array which had been bleached by the scanning.
There is no sign of separation, just peak spreading.
5.4 Conclusion
Overall, we have created a device with a PnP separation matrix, but we have not been
able to show that the device is able to separate DNA. The major issues seem to be a
combination of materials issues and problems with sealing the device properly. The ALD
treatment of the SU-8 seems to be the best method for creating the device, but we still
did not observe separation. There is one major change that I believe will improve the
chance for success: using something other than PDMS for sealing the device. PDMS has
a known issue of fluid permeance, which could be the reason the DNA being unresponsive
after 2-3 injections. The device could be drying out from the center. However, I do not
know what could be used. We have tried many different sealing techniques and none
were as good as PDMS. In the end, I still believe this is not only possible, but is a good
idea. With more time I believe that PnP features can be used to separate DNA.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
DNA is a very important biological molecule and the manipulation of DNA is ubiqui-
tous in biological research. One common manipulation of DNA is to sort it by size.
The common techniques for this sorting is agarose gel electrophoresis and it is well
established, but does have some deficiencies. It has reproducibility problems due to
the randomness of the gels. It is also unable to separate long DNA without the use of
pulsed fields and these take a very long time to separate. Performing the separations
in microfluidic devices seems to be a solution to most of the issues that arise in gels.
They have precisely defined and regular features. They are smaller and can be run at
higher fields. They are fast. They also lend themselves to the exciting prospect of lab
on a chip technologies, miniaturizing an entire lab down to something that can fit in
the palm of your hand to perform complex analyses in the field.
There are many geometries and separation techniques that have been developed for
DNA separation in microfluidic devices. One very promising geometry is the slit-well
geometry. This can be used for separation of small or large DNA, depending on the size
of the slit. This device is a bit difficult to fabricate and is expensive compared to gels,
but it features rapid separation and an impressive peak capacity. Another geometry is
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the post array, which is one of the earliest microfluidic devices. This geometry is very
good at separating long DNA quickly. It is one of the easier geometries to fabricate
and can even be made using soft lithography techniques. However, this device seems to
have limited peak capacity and limited commercial interest. Finally, a very interesting
separation mode is the continuous separation device. These continuous devices were
designed using already developed geometries and using the understanding of how these
geometries work. They cause different sized DNA to travel at different angles to separate
the DNA spatially, typically using a pulsed electric field. There is also the Brownian
ratchet that uses a DC field and an array of tilted rectangles to achieve continuous
separation.
Despite the slit well and post array geometries being well understood, there are
still novel separation modes to be discovered. By using a low frequency asymmetrically
pulsed electric field in the slit well geometry, we were able to achieve bi-directional
migration of small DNA, presented in chapter 3. This should also work for large DNA
with a change in the slit height. The effect was tunable, meaning by changing the
frequency of the pulses, we could choose which sized molecules travel forward and which
travel backwards. One could easily imagine using this as a filtration step in an integrated
microfluidic device. The advantage over a traditional filter is that all the species are
mobile, so there is no clogging and after the process the remaining DNA can readily be
flushed out with an electric field.
The hexagonal post array has also been studied quite thoroughly, but we were still
able to test a novel separation mode and discovered a new design parameter. By rotating
the hexagonal post array the channels between the posts are broken up and separation
is improved. This is shown in chapter 4. In a normal hexagonal post array, if the posts
are too far apart or if the electric field is too high, the DNA will enter the channel
between the posts. This significantly lowers the collision probability and as a result the
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separation quality. Typically it is difficult to achieve separation at electric fields higher
than 15 V/cm. In the tilted post array we were able to achieve separations at 50 V/cm.
We were also able to achieve this separation in a 4 mm array. This is much shorter than
other arrays, which are typically 10 to 20 mm long.
Continuous separation devices show the greatest promise for larger lab on a chip
devices. Continuous processes are convenient when putting many unit operations to-
gether into a single pipeline. Batch processes require the entire process to stop and
wait while the batch process is being performed. The original DNA prism, an example
of a continuous separation device, was an ingenious device. The only problem is that
the post array used as the separation matrix can be expensive to make. In chapter 5
we showed our work attempting to create a continuous separation device using PnP as
the separation matrix. With PnP, the entire device could be made in photoresist. The
process of replicating the array, once the phase mask was made, could be very cheap.
However, we were never able to realize this goal as we were plagued by materials issues
we were unable to overcome. In the end it was a valuable learning experience, but no
fruitful results were produced.
In conclusion, it seems unlikely that microfabricted DNA separation devices will be
able to dethrone gels for routine analysis. Gels, while they can take a long time, are
easy to make, easy to use, and require very little initial investment. I believe the real
benefits from DNA separations in microfluidic devices were the deeper understanding of
DNA physics. Researchers were able to uncover a lot of physical phenomena, leading to
an understanding of how DNA behaves in different environments. This has led to the
development of DNA manipulation devices never even thought of before. One example of
this is stretching DNA in nanochannels for DNA barcoding. There are many examples of
new DNA manipulation devices and a good place to start is our recent review article [4].
While DNA separation in microfluidic devices did not change the way people separate
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DNA in research labs, it still provided many useful insights and new techniques for
DNA manipulation. I think researchers will continue to use this information to create
unimaginable devices and techniques in the future.
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